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Preface
Two hundred years ago, Scotlandwas in the forefront of an industrial revolution based on
novel and powerful energy technologies that led to fundamental changes in economies,
societies and political and social relationships. We are now caught up in another
technology-enabled global revolution of possibly similarmagnitude. The coupling of new
digital technologies that permit acquisition andmanipulation ofmassive amounts of
information with devices that put instantaneous communication in the hands of all is again
revolutionising the global economy and social, political and personal relationships. It is a
revolution that has not yet run its course. It has both benefits and dangers, and its ultimate
trajectory is uncertain. What is not uncertain is the need for Scotland to be at the forefront
of this revolution, as it was in that of the 19th century.

The Royal Society of Edinburgh’s newly created Business Innovation Forum identified the
crucial role of national infrastructure in supporting the national economy and the activities
of companies competing in globalmarkets. It identified powerful digital networks as
increasingly vital parts of this infrastructure, leading the Society to set up the working
groupwhich has produced the following report, which has also been endorsed by the
Business Forum. Theworking groupwas chaired by ProfessorMichael Fourman, principal
author of this report. Themembers of the working group and of the Business Innovation
Forum are listed in appendix A. Responses to an interim report circulated for consultation
in July 2010, and subsequent advice frommany quarters (see appendix J) have contributed
substantially to this final report.

The report sets out why Scotland’s digital future is a crucial issue, why Scotland needs
to act, and what needs to be done. It suggests how the enterprise could develop as a
distinctively Scottish community effort, bringing benefit to the whole of Scotland, without
the need formajor Government funding at a timewhen public expenditure is under
great pressure.

Professor GeoffreyBoulton FRSFRSE
General Secretary
Royal Society of Edinburgh

The map on the front cover shows fibre reaching every community of 2,000 people (see paragraph 110)
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The Imperative

Communication is the life-blood of commerce and society. Digital technologies
enable new forms of communication. Broadband infrastructure has become
a key fitness factor for talent, investment and prosperity in today’s global
economy, essential to public service delivery, cultural vitality and economic
efficiency.

Scotlandmust aim for universal digital inclusion and avoid the threat of a
widening digital divide.

Scotland has to take the lead in creating this infrastructure because:

> it has both the authority and resources to do so;

> there is currently no adequate UK or European plan;

> Scotland has unique demographic and social challenges;

> any effective planwill require local action from local communities.

This report sets out an effective strategy formakingNext Generation
Broadband (NGB) accessible to thewhole of Scotland by 2015. The strategy is
largely self-financing. It involves investment in long-term infrastructure that
will enable access for all individuals, businesses and public institutions
(schools, libraries, hospitals) in the country.

The key recommendations are:

> Establish a Digital Scotland Trust, to raise finance, procure, operate and
maintain the required core infrastructure in the national interest;

> Create an optic fibre backbone, analogous to the trunk roads of our
transport network, that brings next-generation speeds to a nationwide
network of digital hubswhere community networks and service providers
can connect to a trunk connection to the global internet. Any circle drawn
on themap of Scotland to include a settled population of at least 2,000
people, should also include a hub;

> Provide social hubs, where internet access and support is available to all,
in libraries and other community centres.
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Summary
WhyScotland needs a digital strategy

1 Digital connectivity enables innovation andwealth creation; it stimulates inward investment and
entrepreneurship. It also provides new tools for increasing equality of opportunity in health and
education, and for reducing the costs of the public sector. However, the gap between affluence
and disadvantage can also be exacerbated by a digital divide. Many of the poorest in society and
those living in remote and rural communities are unable to take advantage of the new economy
and the new societymade possible by digital communication.

2 One simplemeasure of the digital divide is the gap between themedian connection speed enjoyed
bymost and theminimum speed accessible to all. Most advanced countries have established a
digital universal service obligation (USO) to limit the size of this gap.

3 This figure demonstrates the widening digital divide that results from current UK plans. The blue
line represents the pace of technological innovation inmodem speeds since 1976 – from narrow
band through broadband to optical. TheNeilsen line, in brown, represents the internet speeds
available to consumers in well-providedmetropolitan areas. The red line is the trajectory of
near-universal provision under current UK policy. It contrasts starkly with the Finnish universal
service obligation, in yellow.

4 Speeds increase by a factor of eight every five years. While Neilsen speeds are available to some,
the speed available tomost across the UK in 2010 is less than 4Mb/s, about five years behind the
Neilsen line. Significant parts of Scotland lag by a further five years, and still cannot achieve
512 Kb/s. Instead of planning to catch up, current UK policy defers the Digital Britain target
of universal access to 2Mb/s in 2015, a point 12 years behind the line.

5 Scotland needs a digital strategy because current UK policy is, in the words of JeremyHunt,
“pitifully unambitious”. Under this policy, a growing digital divide will inflict lasting damage
on communities outwith the coremetropolitan areas. Scotlandwill suffer disproportionately
by virtue of its human and physical geography.
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6 A fundamental investment, increasing the penetration of fibre across Scotland, will be needed to
allowmany parts of Scotland to achieve even the limited ambitions of the Digital Britain report.
We argue for a coordinated strategy that would enable and extend this investment to bring
next-generation speeds of over 16Mb/s andwithin reach of all in Scotland by 2015.

What should aDigital Scotland strategy do?

7 Devolved powers require Scotland to act independently in a number of relevant areas to remove
obstacles and stimulate investment and innovation. Public procurement linked to open access
could be used to deliver core digital connectivity to a nationwide network of digital hubs in order to
support connectivity and access for all. This wouldmake high-speedwholesale connections
available to local service providers, as well as government and business, and provide access
in a supportive environment to those without a personal internet connection.

8 Adjustments to business rating of passive infrastructure would stimulate further private
investment in access networks, by existing providers and community cooperatives. Planning
regulations requiring the installation of ducting and fibre would ensure that new developments
are delivered internet-ready, atminimal cost.

9 Government can also stimulate a thriving local digital economy through its procurement of
software and services, and through open-data policies that increase the intellectual property (IP)
capital available to local businesses seeking to build added value using public data.

Aglobal perspective

10 The last two decades have seen a global socio-economic transformation of historic proportions,
in which information technology has become the connective tissue ofmodern society. The new
digital technologies have wrought an immense increase in global economic integration, and been
vital agents in the shift of the global economy from one that competes on land, labour and capital
towards one that competes on information and knowledge. Newmarkets have been created to
disrupt pre-existing forms, and the public benefits in health, education, leisure andmany other
areas of human activity are being explored and introduced. At the same time, the new
technologies have been used by a new generation to create newmodes of social and political
intercourse unanticipated by those who developed and introduced the underlying technologies.

11 Communications infrastructure has now become as crucial as transport and power to a country’s
economic and social well-being. There is a growing gap between those countries prepared to
exploit the new opportunities provided by continuing advances in communication and computation,
and those who are not.

12 Why is this imperative important enough to claim the attention of Scottish society in the face
of somany other difficult issues? It is because it is crucial to Scotland’s aspirations for sustainable
economic growth, social cohesion and cultural vitality.

13 Broadband access offers increases in economic efficiency, reductions in transaction costs and
novel opportunities for commercial innovation. An internationally competitive broadband system
provides opportunities andmaintains competitiveness for indigenous business and is a vital
prerequisite for inward investment. In 2007, the digital economy generated about 10% of UKGVA,
and accounted for 6% of total UK employment1. by 2012 it is predicted that 10% of consumer
spendwill bemade online2. PwC have estimated that bringing 4m socially deprived and
unconnected people online would contribute £22bn to the economy via increased education
and employment3.

1 http://interactive.bis.gov.uk/digitalbritain/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/DEB-Factsheet-Digital-Britain2.pdf

2 http://www.internetretailing.net/2010/06/one-in-every-10-will-be-spent-online-by-2012-study/

3 http://coi.gov.uk/blogs/bigthinkers/2009/10/martha-lane-fox-2/
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14 Digital systems have the capacity to enhance the delivery of public services, and to reduce costs
and improve delivery of health, education, social service andmany other areas of government
responsibility. The technology offers better information, better access and better interaction with
public services (e.g. social security, taxation, licensing, legal services etc) and facilitates
membership of online communities from professional networks and advisory services to special
interest or leisure groups.

15 Digital systems offer great benefits to consumers. Recent research by PwC found that the average
UK family wouldmiss out on savings totalling up to £560 a year if they did not use the internet to
shop around for the cheapest deals on products like energy, insurance and household items. Poor
digital provision is already disadvantaging a significant proportion of the population.

16 Digital systems also offer great benefits to business. A recent survey of 1,000 ITmanagers in
the UK, by LMResearch, found 48% saying that they had had to turn down business improvement
projects because of lack of broadband capacity; 93% thought that a fibre connection would open
new possibilities for their business4.

17 Digital systems offer a social and cultural stimulus by providingmore opportunities and greater
flexibility in both work and leisure. Rural areas distant frommajor centres, which have been
distant from themodern economy, can now be reinvigorated as digital engagement provides
access tomarkets, jobs and distant relatives. Wikipedia now has over 15million articles which
research has shown to be as accurate as the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Facebook added over
200million users in less than one year and itsmembership would now place it as the third
largest country in the world, after China and India. In the USA, 17% of couplesmarried in the
last three years firstmet online.

18 The internet has become themost efficient and powerfulmeans of accessing and exchanging
information in all its forms. It is a vital means by which the vision that underlies the development
of “Creative Scotland” will be realised. Civil organisations use the internet to communicate,
to share concerns, reach consensus,mobilise campaigns, organise events and provide
information. A thriving civil society is a crucial aspect of social cohesion and the bedrock
of democratic governance.

Butwe are becoming increasingly uncompetitive in digital provision

19 The inexorable rise in take up of digital capacity, a function of supply and demandmeasured by
Neilsen’s Law (see §2), shows no sign of faltering. Median UK broadband speed (derived from the
2010 OfcomSpeed Report) is below 4Mb/s, almost 10 years behind the Neilsen line. This gap is
ameasure of the digital divide in which a large proportion of the population is digitally
disadvantaged. It is also ameasure of our international disadvantage.

20 How great a digital gap canwe afford? How far should wemake those disadvantaged by lack
of access lag behind the rest of society? The universal target for the Scottish Broadband Reach
Project (completed inMay 2009) was set at 512 Kb/s, in 2008 whenmedian speeds were just
reaching 2Mb/s. In 2010, 512 Kb/s represents a lag of five years behind the current 4Mb/smedian
speed – a concretemeasure of the digital divide – andmany in Scotland still cannot achieve the
512 Kb/s promised by Broadband Reach.

21 This gap excludes users frommuch of the value of the current internet. Many now find that a
512 Kb/s service limits their digital participation and is not worth paying for. While this speed
is sufficient for transactions such as online banking, it cannot deliver the full range of benefits
enjoyed by other consumers. The gap is widening as our cities are cabled for next-generation
access. For reasons of social inclusion and equality of opportunity Scotland cannot afford this
widening digital divide.

4 http://www.computerworlduk.com/news/networking/3241514/virgin-offers-businesses-unlimited-bandwidth-with-big-red-internet-offer/
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22 To ensure international competitiveness, wemust reduce the gap between ourmedian provision
and the Neilsen line. To ensure equality of opportunity and enable digital inclusion, wemust
narrow the national gap between theminimum speed available to all and themedian speed
enjoyed bymost. The current aspiration of the UKGovernment, shown in the figure, falls far short
of international benchmarks. It is an unambitious target. Scotland should rise above it.

23 We therefore recommend that Scotland should plan tomake speeds above 16Mb/s accessible
to all by 2015, rising to 128Mb/s in 2020, and set a target formedian speeds above 64Mb/s by
2015 and 512Mb/s by 2020.

24 On an international scale, these aremodest goals. Finland plans a rate of change that will bring
its universal access to the Neilsen line before 2020, with a commitment to 100Mb/s in 2015.

HowcanScotland catch up?

25 Digital Scotland needs to achieve two complementary goals:

> extend the core network to deliver next generation broadband into community hubs.
This will stimulate local communities, companies and local government to create access
networks that can reach every business and dwelling in Scotland;

> ensure digital inclusion by stimulating themotivation, and developing the skills to enable
participation, and fostering digital community hubs that will allow underserved communities
and those without a personal connection to access the network.

26 Extending the core network requires an infrastructure strategy, together with a rating regime
and regulatory environment that focus on establishing long-life network infrastructure that will
stimulate sustainable investment and entrepreneurial activity.

27 Digital inclusion will require local hubs, based in existing facilities such as libraries and
community centres to provide walk-in andwireless internet access, to serve as connection points
for fixed andmobile local access networks and be a source of support and advice on the safe and
effective use of technology.

The community hub

28 The two strands of physical infrastructure and individual access complement each other, andwill
often come together in the community hub.

29 A network hubwill provide an ‘anchor tenant’ for the network provider, stimulating investment,
and serve as a technological hub, providing a wifi hotspot, a site for amobile phonemast, and a
connection point for wired or wireless local access providers.

30 A social hubwill act as a focus for inclusion, and should allow those without a personal internet
connection to access online services. Users will include children researching for their homework,
families shopping online, and grandparents communicating with remote grandchildren. Once
users start to enjoy the benefits, no further intervention should be required.

What is needed fromgovernment?

31 We advocate a general approach that could be embedded in a UK-wide strategy, if the UK
Government responds to the encouragement that it is now receiving frommany quarters to
adopt and implement amore ambitious broadband policy.

32 However, most of our recommendations (¶42 below) require the exercise of devolved powers
tomake local changes. Evenwithout any commitment from the UKGovernment, we believe that
Scotland could and should itself adopt and implement its own ambitious strategy to achieve the
targets we recommend.
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Scope

33 We estimate that Scotland’s core network requires nomore than 2,500 km of additional rural fibre
tomake a high-speed connection accessible to every community. We believe that a combination
ofmarket forces and community action will deliver robust access networks once an affordable
high-speed connection is available.

Costs

34 Detailed information on practical aspects of fibre provision are given in the EU FTTHHandbook5.
The relative costs of laying fixed backbone, intermediate, and access networks are reported to be
in ratio 1:3:10, and 80% of these costs is accounted for the holes and poles required to lay or carry
the cables6. It thereforemakes sense to reuse existing infrastructure, such as sewers7 or existing
transmission poles and pylons8, wherever possible, and to lay communications ducting, at
minimalmarginal cost, in conjunction with civil works (as is already happening in Orkney),
new build and refurbishment.

35 The per population costs clearly increase with increasing distances and decreasing populations,
so small, distant communities are disadvantaged.

36 The BIS Broadband Strategy Group estimate the costs of laying rural fibre at between £15 and £40
permetre. The lower figure is achieved by re-use of existing trunking; the higher figure
corresponds to laying new trunking and cables alongside roads. The cost of installation of the
320 kmFibrespeed network inWales and operation over 15 years is reported as £30m – less than
£100 permetre.

37 Such figures underpin estimates of £100m to link all our communities (which would be reduced
pro rata if undocumented fibre is brought into the network), with operating costs of £10m per
annum. An income of £25m per annum (which could come from user charges or other sources)
would fund operating costs, internet connection charges, interest charges and repayment of the
£100m capital investment over a period of 15 years. At the end of this period the fibre
infrastructure would still have at least 15more years of useful life.

Benefits

38 The Secretary of the International Telecommunications Union has argued that cost savings from
digital in as few as four areas (health, education, energy and transport) exceed the costs of
broadband infrastructure9.

39 An AnalysysMason report, Quantifying the benefits of NGA in the Highlands and Islands,
commissioned by Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) cites a £46m funding gap (between
market and universal provision) for the Highlands and Islands, and 15 year benefits at £504m.
It is consistent with OECD estimates for the Highlands and Islands, and is roughly five times
our estimate of the core infrastructure investment required for the entire country.

5 http://www.ftthcouncil.eu/documents/studies/FTTH_Handbook.pdf

6 http://arstechnica.com/telecom/news/2010/03/fiber-its-not-all-created-equal.ars/

7 http://www.h2onetworksdarkfiber.com/latest-news.php?n=Dundee-to-become-the-first-Scottish-Fibercity

8 http://uk.reuters.com/article/idUKLNE62A00M20100311

9 http://www.itu.int/en/osg/speeches/pages/2010-02-22.aspx
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Financing and funding
40 The communications industry has clearly stated that it will not fund 100% rollout of

next-generation access. Stimulus is required to develop the core network that, we argue,
is a necessary foundation for Scotland’s digital future. Public procurement should be used
to stimulate investment and narrow the funding gap. It is possible, but in current economic
circumstances unlikely, that the UKGovernment would fund the remaining shortfall, even
though ourmost pessimistic cost scenario would only represent 0.2% of the total planned
capital expenditure budget over the next 16 years. Nor would a simple capital injection ensure
that the infrastructure wasmanaged tomaximise long-term benefits for society. We offer
two examples of options that would avoid these problems.

40.1 Procurement
> Government could act as an anchor tenant by procuring connections at at least 1Gb/s to

each community to allow hospitals, libraries, council offices and schools to benefit from
and contribute to digital society. These nodes should act as community hubs, where local
access networks can link to a high-speed connection to the global internet – a so-called
“backhaul” connection. A simultaneous procurement by all 32 councilsmight be effective,
but would be difficult to coordinate at national level.

40.2 Non-profit delivery
> The Scottish Futures Trust, set up to createmore efficientmeans of financingmajor

infrastructure, has advocated a special-purpose vehicle using a non profit-distributing (NPD)
model. This couldmanage both themajor capital investment programme and the long-term
delivery of the open access backhaul required to stimulate private investment in local access
networks and in services delivered over those networks.

> ADigital Scotland Trust, established as a Non Profit Distributing Organisation (NPDO) to
coordinate and operate a core national network, could draw on existing and build new
physical infrastructure, and connect these pieces in the national interest.

40.3 Financing
> The capital investment could be financed through borrowing, with repayments over say 15

years funded from connection charges levied by anNDPO. It might be advantageous if the
capital investment weremade by Scotland’s local councils, who can borrow at advantageous
rates. TheNPDO could then progressively purchase the capital asset from the councils,
making payments sufficient to cover interest and repayments on the loan.

40.4 Funding
> Initial financing would be repaid through commercial income from customers. We estimate

that our proposals will bring fibre within reach of an additional 1m people (20% of Scotland’s
population, ~400k households). Assuming a conservative, 50% take-up, this network would
support approximately 200k domestic subscriptions and yield an annual revenue of around
£20m at £100 per household per year.

> The core network would also cater for business connections and enable other services such
as LTE 4G (supporting 100Mb/smobile connections) and TVoIP, thereby generating further
revenues.

> A preliminarymodel of the costs and revenues associated with implementation and operation
of this network suggests that revenues would be sufficient to cover all costs of financing,
installation, operation andmaintenance, and clear the debt over a 15 year period. Surplus
revenues should be applied for public benefit – and could be directed to support health,
education and digital inclusion.

Community
41 If our proposal is taken forward, and if community hubs providing a high-speed internet

connection point for local networks are funded through local initiatives, the whole enterprise
will be a distinctively Scottish community effort, designed to bring benefit to the whole of Scotland,
with a concomitant sense of community involvement and achievement.
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Recommendations
42 ADigital Scotland strategy should plan tomake aminimumspeed of 16Mb/s accessible to all

by 2015, rising to 128Mb/s in 2020. It should set a target formedian speeds above 64Mb/s
by 2015 and 512Mb/s by 2020.

43 ADigital Scotland Trust should be created as aNon-Profit DistributingOrganisation. It should:
> Develop an open national register of our strategic digital infrastructure.
> Ensure that optimal use ismade of existing resources, linking existing

infrastructure and enabling new additions.
> Deliver open access to backbone infrastructure and services for every community in Scotland.
> Organise financing and raise revenues for the project.

44 TheScottishGovernment should endorse aDigital Scotland Strategy as part of its strategy for
national infrastructure. To facilitate development of the core network it should:
> Remove the distortions in the rating of optical fibre that currently disadvantage small networks.
> Include in procurement of its own network connectivity a requirement that backbone

infrastructure contributed to bids should be opened at wholesale level to community
users and other providers.

> Review planning codes tomandate infrastructure sharing for intrusive and disruptive
installations in order tominimise visual impact andmaximise economies and competition.

> Require the installation of ducting suitable for fibre as part of all public works and new build.
> Coordinate bids for European funding for backhaul provision and community access in

some high-cost areas.

45 To enhance creative competition the ScottishGovernment shouldworkwith Ofcom
and theUKgovernment to:
> Develop and evolve an appropriate regulatory framework to ensure open and

competitive access to backbone infrastructure and services.
> Ensure the availability of wireless spectrumwith regulation appropriate to the needs

of both urban and rural areas.
> Ensure that public service content is available online, so it is accessible to those not

reached by wireless transmissions.
> Lower bureaucratic burdens for small, local access network providers.

46 To enable digital inclusion, local and national Government in Scotland should also:
> Establish public access hubs in all communities that are suitable for all ages, with priority

for provision in areas with least internet uptake, to enable universal access.
> Locate interconnection points within these community hubs to facilitate cooperation and

competition.
> Provide individual access, support and information within these community hubs.
> Foster tele-work, tele-medicine, e-government and e-learning to reduce costs, improve

services and increase equality of opportunity.
> Build education and training into existing programmes to ensure that all children and adults

can access the opportunities, reap the benefits, andmanage the risks of digital inclusion.
> Require standards-based, open-source systems in its software procurements, in order

to facilitate reuse across the public sector and to enable local innovators to adapt and build
on public investment.

> Ensure open access to public data in Scotland.
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1Why it matters andwhy it is urgent
The changingworld

47 The digital revolution of the last 20 years was largely unanticipated, even the fewwho foresaw
major changes failed to predictmany now routine innovations. But the revolution is not over.
The pace of change is likely to quicken rather than falter, which itself will createmajor challenges
because, as recent history shows, the trajectory of technological development is likely to be
unpredictable, as will bemany of the uses to which it will be put. We are however confident that
further advances in digital technologies will continue to change society.

48 In such circumstances, is it wise to invest in infrastructure? Is its future utility predictable?
Should Government and the public sector be involved in its planning or funding, and if so how?
Whatmight be the framework of regulation and incentive that could encourage the private sector
to build creatively upon it? Can it avoid the inflexibility that would deter or disrupt unexpected
innovations, and canwe avoid expensive technological dead ends?

49 How canwemaximise economic and social benefits? How canwemake ICT infrastructure
(and the power onwhich it depends) resilient, as, with increasing dependence upon it, failure
would be amajor social and psychological as well as economic disaster? How canwe ensure that
the exponentially growing stock of all human knowledge – 80% of which has accumulated in the
lifetime of those about to retire – will be accessible to our children, in ways that are fast, correct,
safe, trustworthy and fair? And how canwe bridge the growing and damaging digital divide? And
last, not least, can Scotland or the UK afford to invest at a time of economic stringency
unprecedented in the last 60 years?

50 This report attempts to address these issues, but it starts with the question why?Why does it
matter?Why is this imperative important enough to claim the attention of Scottish society in
the face of somany other difficult issues? The answer, which we justify below, is that it is crucial
to Scotland’s aspirations for sustainable economic growth, social cohesion and cultural vitality.

51 But first, notwithstanding the uncertainties referred to above, we can quantify the inexorable rise
in “bandwidth” (the rate at which information can be transmitted along a channel –measured in
bits/second) that will be exploited by users. This has doubled every 20months since 1976
(so-calledNielsen’s Law): a 64-fold increase per decade that will continue at least to gigabit speeds.

52 Broadband is already an embedded essential of day to day life formany individuals and institutions
in Scotland and the UK, central to our current way of life and business. Median broadband speeds
in the UK are already above 3Mb/s, Neilsen’s law suggests thatmost of the UKwill enjoy speeds
of at least 24Mb/s by 2015, and 192Mb/s by 2020. Unless we act now,much of Scotlandwill be
left behind – excluded from the benefits these technologies will bring. Appendix B (p36) sets out in
further detail why a long-term strategy is needed.

What are the benefits?

Benefits to the economy

53 Digital connectivity is essential to enable the economic and social innovation that will allow
Scotland to play its role in the global knowledge economy. Digital communication is already
themeans by whichmost of the other elements of national infrastructure are controlled,
including transport networks, energy andwater. Its power determines the extent to which
systems operate in energy and cost efficient ways, and its resilience is critical to the
maintenance of services during emergencies.
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54 Broadband communication offers dramatic increases
in economic efficiency through the reduction of
transaction costs and the opening of access to global
markets. These come hand-in-handwith advances in
data collection and analysis. Improved user-engagement
provides real-time customer feedback. Improved
decision-making reduces the reaction times of
businesses in responding to threats and opportunities.
Modelling and simulation are used to optimise designs
and reduce risks.

55 All business sectors process transactions. The internet removes the need for physical
co-location: it reduces the costs of selling goods and services, and of internal transactions.
It creates savings in time, effort and resource for consumers and suppliers.

56 Much discussion in the UK remains focussed on the relationships between content-provider
and consumer, the substitution of virtual, digital media for traditional, physicalmedia, and the
protection of traditional IP values. However, much of the new value generated within the internet
comes from entirely new forms of social interaction, knowledge sharing and content (re)creation.

Social benefits

57 Enhanced broadband capacity can be socially stimulating by providingmore opportunities and
greater flexibility in both work and leisure. Both consumers and producers benefit from amore
efficient economy. Telecommuting enablesmore people to contribute to the workforce.
Rural areas distant frommajor centres that have been excluded from themodern economy can
now engagewith it in ways that can reinvigorate them. Parents staying at home to raise children
have the opportunity to work flexible hours from home. The ability to work from home, connected
by broadband networks, also enables the elderly to remain productive later in life. Tele-presence
and real-time video links allow effective remote interaction with colleagues, experts and
customers, and should be used to reduce environmental impacts. Digital connectivity lets local
businesses access globalmarkets, and operatemore efficiently.

58 The internet, and the “Web”, which is a powerfulmeans of using it, have already revolutionized
social interactions amongst the young in particular. Social networking sites, pervasive
communication, and ready access to information and knowledge through instant search are
now an integral part of the social structure ofmodern life. In the USA for example, 17% of couples
married in the past 3 years firstmet on an online dating site10.

59 The internet has become themost efficient and powerfulmeans of deliveringmail, music, videos,
newspapers, books,magazines and photographs. It is progressively substituting for the fax and
telephone, and can substitute formuch business travel, whilst Skype and other voice- and video-
communication systems are increasingly used tomaintain distant family relationships. It makes
reference libraries available, anytime and almost anywhere. Together with its associated
technologies for collecting, storing, analysing, processing and visualising data and information,
it brings a host of new opportunities into the hands of everyone.

60 Information technology is also providing a powerful stimulus to the strengthening of civil society,
in whichmany hopes were invested at the time of parliamentary devolution. Civil organisations
use the internet to broadcast theirmessages,mobilise campaigns, communicate withmembers,
organise events and provide information. A thriving civil society is a crucial aspect of social
cohesion and good governance.

10 http://cp.match.com/cppp/media/CMB_Study.pdf

Energy
Smartmetering systems exist
that installed in homes and
businesses would allow the UK
power transmission and delivery
systems to be optimally used to
minimise power wastage, optimise
energy use and better incorporate
intermittent, renewable energy
resources.
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61 Inclusion in the digital society— digital inclusion—has become as important as traditional forms
of literacy in ensuring social inclusion and equality of opportunity. Geographic areas or social
groups deprived of broadband access are increasingly disadvantaged in society. Exclusion
arguably represents deprivation of a “social right”.

Benefits to public services

62 Digital systems have the
capacity to enhance the
delivery of public services,
and to do so at reduced cost,
in health, education, social
service andmany other
areas of government
responsibility.

63 The technology offers better information, better access and better interaction with public
services (e.g. social security, taxation, licensing, legal services etc) and facilitatesmembership
of online communities from professional networks and advisory services to special interest
or leisure groups.

64 Broadband access is becoming an integral part of public service delivery. The Inclusion Through
Innovation Report11 explores how information and communication technologies (ICT) can be used
tomakemainstream public services – including education and training, health, employment
and benefits and housing –more effective, efficient, and accessible for socially excluded groups.
It sets out numerous examples of innovative uses of technology to address exclusion.

65 The efficiency and quality of
delivery of health services
can be enhanced by the use
of digital technology, giving
rural patients the access to
expertise currently only
available to those living
inmajormetropolitan areas.
Universal deployment of
high-speed broadbandwill
enable greater use of
tele-medicine, improving
health care outcomes and
lowering overall health care costs. Tele-care, remotemonitoring and related assistive
technologies can enable older and disabled people to remain in their own homes – rather than
in hospitals or residential care – savingmoney by reducing demand for residential care space.

66 Video-chat can allow those housebound tomaintain social contact. Tele-medicine is a useful
and effective tool in the delivery of care. Improved access to interdisciplinary teams enhances
coordination of care, decreases isolation for both patients and their families, and provides
timely interventions, all while avoiding the complexities associated with transporting people to
multiple providers.

11 http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/media/cabinetoffice/social_exclusion_task_force/assets/publications_1997_to_2006/inclusion_final_report.pdf

Government
HerMajesty’s Revenue and Customs accept self-assessment tax
returns and payments online. Information on services from advice
on foreign travel to finding out how andwhere to register a birth
are all found through the Government website www.direct.gov.uk.
Every local authority in the country also provides information and
opportunities to access services online. A further roll-out of
government services online is planned for 2012.

Health
The Scottish Centre for Telehealth, part of NHS 24, has already
been helping individual NHS boards devise ways of using
technology to reach out to patients in ourmore isolated areas
and those withmobility issues. Work is now underway to establish
nationally deliverable tele-health services. Their website provides
numerous case studies of the use of tele-health to deliver
specialist services efficiently to people in their own homes and
communities. Demand, particularly in rural areas, threatens
to exceed services available.
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International benchmarks
67 Would it matter whether Scotland is less well provided with broadband communication than other

countries? It does! Scottish companies without access to competitive broadband communications
will not have access to the efficiencies and customer-supplier processes available to their
competitors.

68 In June 2010, the UK Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, JeremyHunt, set out a target
that “within this Parliament [by 2015], wewant Britain to have the best superfast broadband
network in Europe.” In July he deferred the target date for universal access to 2Mb/s across
the UK to 2015 – three years later than previously planned.

69 The case of Finland, a country with a population the size of Scotland, is instructive. It has
introduced a legal right for broadband access at reasonable price. It is based on the assertion
that communication links are no longer a luxury, but necessary tools for day-to-day life, and
that without adequate communication connections, citizens cannot access information society
services, which are as important in rural areas as in cities. It has set a benchmark for a 100%
100Mb/s universal service by 2015. By this standard, the current UK ambition is lamentable.
Appendix C (p38) considers a range of benchmarks, both international and at local level where
greater initiative has been taken.

70 Inferior access will hobble Scottish companies and deter inward investment. The social and
cultural consequences would also be significant: diminished social and cultural capital, in a
digital backwater unequipped for engagement with a developing global culture.

71 In the latest annual International Telecommunication Union ICT development tables, the UK
ranks 8th in Europe, and remains at 10th worldwide – the position it already held in 200212 .
Current BT estimates are that a purelymarket-driven roll-out of “next generation access”
(NGA) with fibre-optic broadbandwill leave out 34% of the UK population.

72 Meanwhile, our competitors will not stand still: both Sweden and Finland have announced
plans for universal access to 100Mb/s.

A target for Scotland
73 Broadband speeds currently experienced in Scotland range from 0.3Mb/s to ~50Mb/s.

Most of Scotland lacks 2G coverage, with even sparser 3G coverage. Our analysis indicates that
neither the UKGovernment’s “pitifully unambitious” 2Mb/s fixed broadband target nor 3G
mobile broadband can be delivered across Scotlandwithout significant investment in fibre.

74 Already, we find 0.5Mb/s is inadequate to support a family's use ofmany of today's applications,
such as gaming, streaming video and video chat. By 2015 the world will havemoved on: generally,
speeds will have increased eight-fold. Users in 2015 will find 2Mb/s as pitifully slow as we find a
256 Kb/s connection today. The best networks in Europe, including the networks in Finland and
Sweden, will provide far higher speeds. Economic, social and cultural imperatives require that
Scotland take decisive steps to enhance its broadband capacity.

75 We take 2Mb/s as our benchmarkminimum speed in 2010. This is “only” about 5 years behind
the Neilsen line – but five years is a long time. Five years ago, Facebookwas new-born and there
was no Twitter. The iPhone first appeared three years ago. Every five years produces a new
generation of devices and uses that exploit the latest technologies. Five years is a lifetime.
A five-year gap leaves those on the far side behind, in a previous era.

76 Scotland should plan forminimum speeds of 16Mb/s to be universally accessible by 2015, and
128Mb/s by 2020.

12 http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/idi/2010/
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77 In the next section we describe the general technical principles that determine whatmust be done
to enable access to these speeds across Scotland. Scotland needs a digital trunk network,
analogous to the network of trunk roads or the electricity grid. We argue that access to this
network would stimulate investment and community action to develop local access networks
in a shared national effort.

78 A later section suggests ways in which a trunk network could be financed and fundedwithout
calling on government to be amajor funder, although government does have a key role to play
in developing, endorsing and coordinating a Digital Scotland strategy, in stimulating investment,
in exploiting the technology to increase the efficiency of public services, and in ensuring that
these developments aremanaged to stimulate economic and social creativity.

79 Our final section considers the actions required tomaximise inclusion and realise the social
and economic benefits of the digital society.

80 Our general approach could be embedded in a UK-wide strategy, if the UKGovernment responds
to the encouragement it is now receiving frommany quarters to adopt and implement amore
ambitious policy for Digital Britain. Butmuch of the action required is local and the Scottish
Government would still have to play a key role. Evenwithout such commitment from the UK
Government, we believe that Scotland could and should take responsibility for its ownDigital
Strategy.

81 The plan we recommend could be implemented using Scotland’s devolved powers, andwould
increase Scotland’s ability to benefit from the UK national activities of Broadband Delivery UK.

Much of Scotland's population will be best reached by wireless access networks
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2Connecting Scotland’s Communities
Designmodel for aDigital Scotland

82 The economic, social and cultural arguments for developing amore ambitious vision and taking
action to enhance Scotland’s digital capacity are powerful. How could this be achieved without
creating a system that rapidly becomes technologically obsolescent? Howwould themost
cost-efficient system be designed? Could the system stimulate innovation? Howwould it be
regulated, and how can universal access be achieved without excessive demands on public
finances? To address such questions wemust first consider the nature of the internet.

Anetworkmetaphor

83 The internet can be likened to other distribution networks such as the road system or the
electricity grid. While the analogy is loose, there are certain key points that can be taken from
these other networks. We expand on the transportmetaphor in appendix D (p46)

83.1 Theremust be a "backbone", analogous to themotorways and trunk roads or the national
electricity grid which serve to connect all users of the system.

83.2 The backbonemust have sufficient capacity to satisfy the aggregated demand from the
population it serves. Road capacity ismeasured in vehicles per hour, for communications
links we count bits per second, in thousands (kilobits Kb), millions (megabits Mb),
or billions (gigabits Gb).

83.3 The network should offermultiple routes between any two points, both to allow traffic
to be re-routed around temporary local obstructions or failures, and to provide flexible
capacity in case of unusual traffic volumes.

83.4 Whether or not the backbone is publicly funded, it is amatter of governmental
responsibility to ensure that it exists and is fit for purpose: a national infrastructure
strategymust include communications as well as transport and energy. Government
should ensure that the whole countrymay share in the benefits of universal access.

83.5 National planning is needed for the backbone. The local distribution systems that connect
individuals can be planned and implemented locally, but they require good connections to
the national network.

Internet architecture
84 The internet is a network of networks. Each network is composed of links between nodes.

Access networks bring traffic from different end-users together at so-called “backhaul” nodes,
where the access networks links to a high-speed connection to the global internet. The backhaul
linkmust have the capacity to accommodate the combined traffic from the entire community.

85 Lack of backhaul capacity limits the provision of local access, the delivery of next-generation
speeds to homes and businesses, and the rollout ofmobile data services. A high-speed backhaul
infrastructure would stimulate investment to build these local access networks.

86 The per capita costs of local access networks are governed by population density. Locally, most of
Scotland’s population lives at higher densities than the population of England. So,market-driven
provision of local access in Scotland, should cover a greater proportion of the population than in
England (for details on the distribution of Scotland’s population, see appendix B (p36).

87 Several remote communities in Scotland have built their own high-speed local access networks.
Their internet speeds are limited because theymust share a slow backhaul connection. The
availability of high-speed backhaul would enable these and other communities in the last third
of the population to build innovative wireless access networks and connect these to the
high-speed backbone.
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Technology foresight
88 When transport networks become overloadedwith traffic, we can increase flow by removing

obstructions, speeding up the traffic and increasing the number of lanes. Capacities vary by a
factor of roughly 10, ranging from 750 vehicles per hour (v/h) in each direction for a two-lane
high-street to 7,200 v/h for an 8-lane urbanmotorway13 .

89 Speedup options for internet traffic aremore dramatic: speeds of trunk connections using different
technologies vary by factors of tens of thousands. Before we can quantify requirements for
Scotland’s backhaul infrastructure, we need to briefly consider the technological options available.

90 Transmissionmedia are the physical pathways that connect computers, other devices, and people
on a network— they constitute the links that comprise the information network. The internet is
technology neutral. It connects diverse networks that use a wide range of link technologies.
Different technologies can carry data at faster or slower speeds over longer or shorter distances.
Appendix E (p49) provides detailed consideration of different transmissionmedia.

91 For practical purposes, there are three transmissionmedia available: wired, using twisted pair
or coaxial copper cables to carry electrical signals; wireless, using high-frequency radio waves
to carry radio signals; and optical, using silica fibres to carry optical signals.

92 Existing telephonewires can only carry high-speed data signals over a limited distance – less
than 2 km is a generous rule-of-thumb. Awireless link canmake line-of-sight connections that
deliver hundreds ofmegabits per second over tens of kilometres.

93 A single wired or wireless link can only serve the needs of a limited number of subscribers. As
businesses and families require ever greater connection speeds, so the number of subscribers
that can be supported by a single link gets smaller.

94 A single fibre can carry up to 15 Tb/s – thirty thousand times the capacity of a copper or wireless
channel. So once there is fibre to the community there is capacity to support foreseeable
generations of improvements to the local access networks.

Fibre to theCommunity
95 A key barrier to delivery of universal access across Scotland is that individual communities

aremore isolated than those in England. However, 90% of Scotland’s population, includingmuch
of the population of “remote” areas such as the Highlands and Islands, lives in communities
with population densitiesmarginally greater than those enjoyed by their peers in England.
Appendix F (p53) givesmore detail on the distribution of Scotland’s population.

96 These demographic facts suggest that we can level the playing field by bringing fibre to the
community across Scotland: a one-off investment in fibre infrastructure that would underpin
the development of Digital Scotland for several decades.

97 Werecommend that Scotland should bring a fibre hub to each community of 2,000 people
– any circle drawnon themap of Scotland to include a settled population of at least 2,000
people, should also include a hub.

13 http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/dmrb/vol5/section1/ta7999.pdf
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Is this necessary?
98 To deliver an adequate 16Mb/s service to a community ofmore than 2,000 people is beyond the

capacity of a single wired or wireless channel. However, a fibre link will easily support the
delivery ofmuch higher speeds to such a community andwill provide service for years to come.
The level of penetration we propose would also bring fibre within wireless reach of almost all of
the final 10% – themost widely-scattered decile of Scotland’s population.

99 Scotland’s backhaul infrastructure is currently barely adequate to support universal access to
512 Kb/s. Although it has not been possible for us to access detailed or comprehensivemaps of
current fibre infrastructure, we understand that the population north of Oban andwest of
Inverness (some 250,000 people) depends entirely on wireless or copper connections to the
internet. Tomove from 512 Kb/s even to 2Mb/s (which would be too little, and too late), without
investing in fibre, would require existing wireless infrastructure to be scaled up four-fold.
While the scale-up of wireless provision would be a high-maintenance, temporary stop-gap,
bringing fibre deeper into the Highlands and out to theWestern Isles would provide a future-proof
infrastructure requiring negligiblemaintenance. Once fibre is within reach, speed to the premises
is limited only by the local access network.

100 A corollary is that every fibre in Scotlandwill havemassive spare capacity formany years to
come – the rating regime should take this into account. It will provide a long-term infrastructure
investment (fibre has an lifespan of 30+ years) that wouldmake current and future
communications technologies as accessible across Scotland as they are in England.

Wireless connections can reach
even the most isolated homes
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3Making it happen
Anational plan

101 Tomake 16Mb/s internet accessible to all of Scotland’s population will require concerted
and coordinated infrastructure planning, and sustained commitment. Our analysis suggests
that a coordinated national strategy will be required to deliver any significant improvement
on the status quo to communities outwith themajor conurbations.

102 A detailed plan will require a comprehensive schedule of the installed infrastructure, and
assessment of local conditions. It should be integrated with other aspects of infrastructure
planning. Here we only presume to identify the key infrastructure thatmust be developed,
estimate the scope of works required, and outline the kind of planning that is required.

103 As noted earlier, most people in Scotland live at comparable population densities to those in
England. For each postcode in Scotlandwe have calculated how large a circle is required
to encompass 800 neighbouring addresses – corresponding to a population of roughly 2,000
(see figure, p63). We find that 69% of Scotland’s residential addresses have 2,000 neighbours
within 500m, and 99% have their 800 nearest neighbours within 12km.

104 These figures show that standard
‘lastmile’ access technologies will
cater for the vastmajority of Scotland’s
population. Low-cost wireless
technologies reaching distributed
populations over distances of 20km
andmore are already being used by
some Scottish communities in the
last 1%. Fibre to the community with
the penetration we recommend
will make next-generation speeds
accessible to all.

105 The issue is to bridge the gaps between communities, connect them together, and connect
them to the internet. Most of these gaps will require fibre links to provide adequate bandwidth.
Scotland should also use wireless links to bridge the gaps between smaller communities, but
fibre is the only transportmedium that can bring next generation speeds tomore than a few
thousand people. Scotlandwill needmore trunk fibre than England, per head of population.

Howmuch fibre doweneed?

106 A detailed quantification of the investment in fibre infrastructure that would be required to allow
all communities in Scotland to access a given level of internet connectivity is beyond the scope
of this report. However, we havemade a preliminary analysis that provides an upper bound on
the length of fibre required, and suggests a five-year rolling programme for extending
Scotland’s fibre backbone network.

107 There is already extensive fibre running in the central belt, and from the English border,
up the east coast of Scotland to Orkney and Shetland – and beyond to the Faroes and Iceland.
We calculate that 750 km of fibre could extend the current network to provide a suitably located
fibre connection for every 16,000 people, and that a further 1,700 km of fibre could provide local
fibre to every community of 2,000.

108 The former is required to support speeds of 2Mb/s reaching everyone in Scotland. However,
significant further investment in local access networks would also be required to realise even
these speeds – and there would be calls for these to be increased to higher speeds as soon as
the access networks were built. The latter would bring fibre within reach of every community in
Scotland, and enable the construction of local access networks to supply next-generation speeds.

speed 25:1 contention
subscribers population

128Mb/s 100 250

16Mb/s 800 2,000

2Mb/s 6,400 16,000

512 Kb/s 25,600 64,000

How many subscribers will a 512 Mb/s backhaul connection support?
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109 This fibre infrastructure would enablemarket and community investment to light the fibres
(i.e. to bring the fibres into use) and build local access networks. Ultimately, fibre will penetrate
to the business and, for all but themost isolated families, to the home.Wireless links will
complement the fixed network to complete universal access.

110 Themap, which also appears on the front cover, shows aminimum spanning tree – the shortest
network linking all of Scotland’s census output areas. It is shown as a communications network
rooted in the centre of Glasgow. Links are coloured to show the sizes of the populations they serve.

The map, which also appears on the front cover, shows a minimum spanning tree – the shortest network
linking all of Scotland’s census output areas. It is shown as a communications network rooted in the
centre of Glasgow. Links are coloured to show the sizes of the populations they serve.
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111 Theminimum spanning tree provides a good estimate for the amount of fibre required, but does
not identify the specific routes that the fibre will take. Detailed planning will be required to
identify routes that take advantage of existing infrastructure and provide the required redundancy.

112 Green links serve populations greater than 64,000 (a large virtual population is placed at the
northern tip of the Shetland Isles to include communications via the international fibres going
North fromShetland). These links correspondwell to the current extent of fibre, andwe take
this as an approximation to the status quo in 2010.

113 Blue links serve populations of less than 2,000. They should be served by local access networks.
Links shown in red are the links longer than 1 km that serve populations ofmore than 2,000,
but less than 64,000. They represent the rural fibre required to bring backhaul within reach of
all parts of the population, and have a total length of 2,458 km.

114 This is the first step in elaborating a detailed practical plan. It highlights areas that will require
attention, and provides preliminary quantification of the resources required. Amore detailed
plan should be informed by a survey of existing infrastructure. It will (literally) take short-cuts.
It will also avoid obvious obstacles, and exploit opportunities for low-cost routes provided
by existing roads, rivers, canals, sewers and railways. A robust plan will also introduce
redundancy to reduce or eliminate single points of failure.

115 In appendix G (p 54) we sketch a five-year plan that would roll out this additional fibre in stages,
to progressively increase theminimumbandwidth that could be supported across Scotland.
Such a five-year plan would bring fibre to the output area (FTTOA) for twomillion of Scotland’s
population and,more importantly place fibre backhaul within reach of all of Scotland’s population.
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Mb/s 0.5 1 2 4 8 16

maximum 64,000 32,000 16,000 8,000 4,000 2,000
fringe
populations

km fibre
added rural status quo 278 564 596 599 716

urban 200 282 300 391 333

Fibre
reaches Glasgow, Oban Skye Mull of Kintyre Arran Islay

Edinburgh, Skye Harris Pitlochry Ullapool Lochboisedale
Aberdeen, Dumfries Lewis Grantown-on-Spey Aviemore Killin
Dundee, Kirkcudbright Kirkcudbright FortWilliam Mull Aberfeldy
Stirling, Stranraer
Inverness, Coldstream
Perth, Kelso
Orkney, Forfar
Shetland Creiff

Blairgowrie

FTTOA popn 780,631 900,277 1,089,865 1,296,162 1,590,438 1,950,580

total fibre 2475 2953 3799 4695 5685 6734
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Impact

116 Achieving this target would enable the development of local access networks bringing
next-generation speeds to the entire population of Scotland. It will provide government,
public services and business with the high-speed connectivity they need to innovate in
operational efficiency, supply-chainmanagement, service delivery and customer engagement.
It would also provide the backhaul required to enablemobile operators to roll out 3G and
LTE 4Gmobile broadband across Scotland.

117 The direct beneficiaries will include domestic broadband subscribers, government and
business users, andmobile operators. A conservative estimate is that this would enable
next-generation access for 20% of Scotland’s population – onemillion people whowould
otherwise be left without – by extending next-generation access from 70% to 90% of
Scotland’s population.

118 Taking 20% of national figures to give order-of-magnitude figures, we find that this 20%
accounts for around 400,000 households, a GVA of £20bn, and public expenditure of £10bn,
which will includemuch of Scotland’s annual £5bn expenditure on agriculture, forestry
and fisheries.

119 Formost of the population we anticipate that access networks would use the same
technologies as are employed elsewhere in the UK, andwould be provided by themarket.
Formany of the rest, we expect local innovation to fill the gaps.

120 Some of ourmost sparsely populated communities would benefit immediately. They have
already built community-led access networks, and demonstrated that these can be cheap
and effective. These include Tiree14, Eigg, and Knoydart15. The Angus Glens Broadband
Cooperative16 already has detailed plans to provide a Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH) broadband
connection to every property in the Angus Glens. This includes approximately 2,400 homes
spread across some 500 squaremiles of rural glens. To deliver next-generation speeds they
need access to high-speed backhaul.

Costs

121 The key target for a long-term strategy is investment in dark fibre. AnalysysMason, working
for the BIS Broadband Strategy group, have estimated the costs of laying rural fibre at between
£15 and £40 permetre. The lower figure is achieved by re-use of existing trunking; the higher
figure corresponds to laying new trunking and cables alongside roads. The cost of installation of
the 320 kmFibrespeed network inWales and operation over 15 years is reported as £30m – less
than £100/m.

122 These figures underpin our estimates of £100m for laying the 2,500 km of new cable required
to link all our communities (which would be reduced pro rata if undocumented fibre is brought
into the network), and £10m per annum for operation andmaintenance of the core network: a
total £250m for installation and operation over 15 years.

123 Wemake no allowance for the submarine cable that will be required to bring fibre to the
Western Isles, becausewe understand that this will be installed alongwith a submarine power
cable linking Stornoway to Little Loch Broome, which is planned in connection with renewable
energy projects.

14 http://www.tireebroadband.com/

15 http://tegola.org.uk

16 http://www.angusglens.co.uk/glensbroadband/broad.php
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124 A detailed assessment of existing trunking and existing fibre will be needed to validate our
figures. The discussion of financing and funding belowwould apply, mutatismutandis, even
to a pessimistic scenario in which they were doubled.

125 There is certainlymore installed fibre in Scotland than is publicly documented. In a rational
world this existing fibre infrastructure would be linked together, and supplemented by new fibre
where required, to produce a core interconnect for Scotlandʼs networks. Identification and
coordination of existing infrastructure could significantly reduce the length of new fibre
required.

126 We are also aware that BT is extending its fibre tomore exchanges and that the recently
approved BDUK pilot in the Highlands and Islands will also bring fibre tomore communities.
The important point is to ensure that they deliver open access to affordable backhaul at fibre
speeds. These welcome initiatives will reduce the scope and lower the cost of the infrastructure
programme required.

Funding andFinancing

The communications industry has clearly stated that it is not economic for it to finance 100% rollout
of next-generation access as the costs of comprehensive rollout are too great to be funded over a
commercial time frame by charges that it anticipates users would be prepared to bear. Wholly private
funding and financing will therefore not be enough and some form of stimulus is required.

127 The core network that provides this accessibility is fundamental to Scotland’s infrastructure
for the 21st century. It has to be paid for, either by those who use it or by government from
general taxation. This is known as the funding of the infrastructure. If users pay the cost
of the infrastructure as part of a broadband access charge, or governmentmakes payments
as the infrastructure is used, then financing is required tomeet the up-front cost which is then
repaid over time. Both funding and financing can come from the public or private sectors, as
shown in the table:

128 The capital investment of £100m required for ourmost pessimistic scenario would represent
just 0.2% of Scotland’s total planned capital expenditure budget of £50b over the next 16 years.
However, capital budgets are under great pressure with a predicted cumulative shortfall over
the next 16 years of £14b, comparedwith continued investment at 2010 levels. Furthermore, a
simple capital injection would not ensure that the resulting infrastructure wasmanaged to
stimulate innovation andmaximise the long-term benefits for all.
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Government – from taxation
Up-front as assets are built or over
time as they are used. Requires
public sector procurement

Users – through service charges.
Business and personal, either just
beneficiaries or expansion or all
users

LocalAuthority borrowing
Could change if Scottish
Government gained borrowing
powers

Corporate borrowing
or project finance
Borrowing by the industry or specific
financing of roll-out projects

Public Private

Funding

Financing
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Funding

129 Funding the £250m cost of installation, charges for connection to the global internet, and
operation over 15 years will require ramp-up to a steady-state cash flow of around £25m
per annum.

130 In considering future fundingmodels it is necessary to consider the extent to which funding
should come from the beneficiaries of the rollout and howmuch should be universal.
The figure presents a funding-sharing hierarchy.

131 Using a pure “user pays”model, this would be
funded by the 1m population served.

> Assuming 50% domestic take-up of
next-generation broadband, it could
be funded entirely from domestic
subscriptions by a charge of £125
per annum per active subscription
in the area served.

> If funded entirely from charges to business
and public sector users it would amount
to 0.125% of the relevant GVA.

> The core network would also enable
other services such as LTE 4G
(supporting 100Mb/smobile connections)
and TVoIP, generating further revenues.

132 Alternatively, the costs could be shared across Scotland.

> An industry levy of around £25 per annumper domestic broadband subscription
could pay for the network expansion.

> A 1.25% increase in council taxes would provide the necessary funding from households.

> A similar 1.25% increase in non-domestic rates would provide the entire funding
from business.

> Alternatively, funding could be provided by prioritising the £100m potential up-front
investment and £10m ongoing operating cost within the Government’s existing capital
and revenue budgets, or financing the up-front cost andmaking £25m (approximately
0.1% of annual revenue budgets) available to service debt andmaintain the network.
As discussed in ¶129-130 some or all of this funding would be released through cost
reductions and efficiency gains in delivering public services.

133 Given themagnitude of the challenge, and the pressures on household, business and
Government budgets it seems likely that a combination of the above approaches will be
required. Examples of interventions that could form a part of the picture include:

133.1 Procurement
> The government could act as an anchor tenant by procuring connections delivering

at least 1 Gb/s to each community, to allow hospitals, libraries, council offices and
schools to benefit from and contribute to digital society. To deliver these services,
providers would have to invest in fibre.

> These nodes would act as community hubs to which local access networks can connect
for backhaul. A simultaneous procurement by all 32 councils could deliver significant
benefits of aggregation, but would be difficult to coordinate at national level.

Funding – sharing hierarchy

Users
Business Private

Extended network beneficiaries
All fast broadband users
All broadband users

All fixed telephone line users

Everyone
Business Private
Business Rates
Council Tax

General TaxationU
ni
ve
rs
al
ity

U
se
r
Pa
ys
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> The Scottish Futures Trust’s “hub” programme for community infrastructure investment
across 5 territories in Scotland could provide a useful aggregated procurement vehicle for
buying broadband access to public buildings.

> Any public procurement would have to be combinedwith an imaginative approach to the
commercialisation of the assets once procured. Working with the industry, government
should seek to set up commercial structures to allow procured backhaul capacity to be
utilised by commercial broadband operators.

133.2 Non-profit delivery
> ADigital Scotland Trust – a Non Profit Distributing Organisation (NPDO) along the lines

promoted by the Scottish Futures Trust – could be established to coordinate and operate
a core national network.

> It would draw on existing and build new physical infrastructure, and connect these together
in the national interest.

> It wouldmanage both themajor capital investment programme and the long-term delivery
of the open access backhaul required to stimulate private investment in local access
networks and in services delivered over those networks.

134 One of the principal barriers to commercial financing of broadband networks is the return
on investment period required by commercial telecommunications companies, typically
under five years. However, the passive dark fibre represents a long-term investment with a
life-span estimated at 30+ years.

135 A collaborative approach between government and the industry, potentially accessing project
finance with appropriate elements of government guarantee could see these core assets
financed over a periodmore closelymatching their useful life. Such a venture would require
commercial imagination and careful consideration of the applicable regulatory frameworks
including public procurement and state aid. However, the prize is great and imaginative
approaches are required in these challenging times.

Tax Incremental Financing

136 Scottish Government has recently proposed pilot projects for Tax Incremental Financing,
where debt raised to invest in unlocking infrastructure is repaid from future non-domestic
rates (NDR) income unlocked by that investment. Fibre optic cables attract NDR so an
expansion of the network should see an increase in tax take andwill unlock business growth
in rural areas as a direct result of the investment in fibre infrastructure. Under an evolution
of the TIF structure, it may be possible to capture this tax increment and direct it to at least
partially repaying debt raised to pay for the investment.

Regulatory context

137 Public procurement and intervention in communicationsmarkets should be technology neutral
to ensure that all operators compete on a level playing field17. For the access network this
means a variety of physical technologies (electrical, optical, wireless) will be used. For the core
network, the bandwidths required entail the use of optical links. At this level, ʻtechnology
neutralʼ shouldmean that the passive fibre, ducts and polesmust be open to use by competing
organisations using different active component technologies to deliver a variety of services.
To enable competition and innovation at this level, “access to competitively priced national and
international long-distance transmission is crucial for the success of a universal access and
service programme”18.

17 http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.org/en/ Section.3199.html

18 http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.org/en/Section. 3200.html
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Cost savings

138 Weunderstand current networking charges paid by the public sector in Scotland are high
– estimates vary from £53m to £200m per annum. Virgin have just announced a 1Gb/s
connection with unlimited use at £22k per annum. Prices for connections in Scotland aremuch
higher. For example, the Connected Communities network on theWestern Isles pays BT
£140k pa for a 34Mb/s backhaul connection. A backhaulmarket thatmade open access to
fibre available to every community, would enable competition and bringmarket prices for
high-speed broadband access in Scotland in line withmetropolitan UK London prices. This was
one effect of theWelsh FibreSpeed network, delivering savings for both public and private sectors.

139 The International Telecommunications Union says that cost savings from digital efficiencies
in just four areas: health, education, energy and transport – using what they term a conservative
estimate of 0.5% savings – exceed the costs of broadband infrastructure. Reported savings are
in the range 0.5% - 1.0%. Each year, Scotland spends £10bn on health and £7.5bn on education
and training; the GVA for the energy sector is £5.5bn, and for transport around £3bn: a total of
£26bn. Savings of 0.5% on 20% of this activity would exceed £25mper annum.

140 Realising the potential savings in cost and service delivery that could come from reduced
connection costs and digital efficiencies will require a collaborative approach both between
public sector organisations, and between the public and private sectors. The cross-sector
nature of communications has been recognised by Scottish Government in defining Telecoms,
including Network and Data Communications as a "Category A" commodity in its procurement
vocabulary, worthy of collaboration and procurement at a single national level. It appears that
fixed voice telephony contracts are already in place, but no single data capacity contract has
been developed for the public sector at either the Scottish or UK levels. A collaborative
approach, with aggregated procurement of capacity across public sector bodies, and innovation
to offset cost though commercialisation of excess capacity could deliver savings, service
improvements and economic benefits far in excess of its capital and operating costs.

Obstacles

141 Obstacles to the efficient use of fibre to provide a backbone network include both the rating
regime, and a lack of the open access that is required to develop cooperative competition.

142 Networks effectsmean that collaboration, which is essential to get optimal coverage across
Scotland from the fibre investments of several competing providers, can providemutual benefit.
Openness is required to ensure competition, both in the extension of the fibre network,
and in local access provision where we expect local innovation and specialisation to introduce
new technological and businessmodels adapted to local geographies and economies.

143 OnOctober 7th Ofcom announced regulations requiring BT to “allow competitors to have
access to a dedicated virtual link over new fibre lines laid by BT”, and requiring BT “to offer
access to its underground ducts and to its telegraph poles”. The European Union has "largely
endorsed" this action, with the caveat that full physical unbundling should follow as soon as
possible. Many UK operators believe that unbundled access to BT’s dark fibre will be necessary
to allow them to innovate effectively in competition with BT19.

144 The rating of fibre is distortionary, and the rating of wirelessmasts takes no account of
population densities – and therefore inhibits their use in sparsely populated areas. We examine
the rating of communications infrastructure in some detail in appendix H (p57), and recommend
that Scotland should act to remove these distortions.

19 EU approves Ofcom's unbundling plans for BT's fibre | Broadband | News | PC Pro
http://www.pcpro.co.uk/news/broadband/358387/eu-approves-ofcoms-unbundling-plans-for-bts-fibre#ixzz12oJa1hIE
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145 There are existing relief schemes of which local providers, such as community groups,
could take advantage. This will depend on the type of vehicle set up to implement and
manage the local network.

145.1 Small BusinessBonus Scheme
> The Small Business Bonus Scheme provides relief to businesses with a rateable value

of £18,000 or less, ranging from 100% relief for a value up to £10,000, to 25% for a value
up to £18,000. To take advantage of this scheme the providermust be set up as a business
with an entry on the valuation roll, and apply for relief through the local council.

145.2 Charities
> Where an organisation is set up as a charity, and registered with the Office of the Scottish

Charity Regulator, it may be eligible for 80%mandatory rates relief. Furthermore, the local
authority has discretionary powers to extend this relief up to 100%.

145.3 Other non-profitmaking organisations
> These are not automatically entitled to relief but local authorities again have discretionary

powers to grant up to 100% rates relief where the organisation is providing a service which
is of benefit to the community.

Further opportunities
146 Scotland’s current link to the global internet is through LINX in London, one of the busiest

internet exchange points in the world. Scotland's connectivity would be greatly enhanced by
having our own internet exchange, asmost other European countries do, servicing Scottish
providers (and UK providers with significant business in Scotland), government and education.

147 This would provide greater resilience and security of supply, allowing Scotland to become a
hub for telecommunications, and to competemore effectively at a global level, attractingmore
international players. It would also reduce the latency (for glossary, appendix I p60) of
communications between two points in Scotland (currently, almost all such ‘local’
communications go via England,makingmany hops on the way).

148 Connectivity could be further strengthened by linking in existing international communications
providers, such as the existing Farice/Danice and Hibernia cables. Installing a further direct
cable to the Amsterdam exchange (one of the primary exchanges world wide) would improve
connectivity tomainland Europe and beyond.

149 In addition to providing the connectivity Scotland needs, Digital Scotland Trust would be able to
act for Scotland, in the public interest, to address such obstacles and seize the opportunities
that will arise.
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4 Reaping the benefits – access & content
“Broadband is particularly important because it delivers benefits right
across every sector of society. That’swhy broadband needs to reach all
people, in all nations.20”Hamadoun Touré, Secretary-General ITU, May 2010

150 We envisage a digital infrastructure and levels of access and digital literacy that will enable all
of Scotland to enjoy the benefits by:

> Enabling all our industries – creative, rural, urban, large and small – to exploit digital
opportunities for efficiency and invention, allowing us to reshape traditional industries
and extend theirmarkets, and provide Scotland’s entrepreneurs with new opportunities
for innovation.

> Supporting the provision ofmore efficient public services at lower cost.

> Encouraging wide-spread use of digital access to government, potentially enhancing civic
society and democratic engagement.

> Opening publication of public data to increase transparency and decrease cost. This stimulates
effective use of this data to the benefit of the local economy and provides opportunities for
innovation that can seed the development of new products and services.

> Supporting education through access to digital resources and providing newways of learning,
not only for those in formal education, but throughout life.

> Creatingmore efficient processes for the support of public health and the provision
ofmedical services.

> Providing consumers with themeans of finding, paying for and producing feedback on products
and services that best suit their needs andmeans.

> Providing a rich cultural and social resource for individual citizens and groups.

151 These benefits require citizens to have access to a sufficiently powerful broadband resource
and to engagewith it, and the development of internet “content” that will link them to the
service of function they require.

152 Motivations for digital engagement, and reasons for digital disengagement vary. The
Communications Consumer Panel provides a framework with five broad aspects thatmust
all be addressed for successful engagement: to get interested; to get online; tomake it work;
tomanage risks; to enjoy benefits. There are nomagic bullets here: all sectors have a role to
play in ensuring that all members of society share in the benefits of a digital society.

Access – breaking down the digital divide

153 A broadband system is only able to deliver universal benefits to citizens if they have both access
and themotivation, opportunities and skills required to use it effectively. Digital inclusion –
the inclusion of every individual within the digital society – requires that each person has
technicalmeans of access, skills that enable autonomy of use, and appropriate social support
networks. Digital inclusion should be a universal right, because it stimulates social inclusion
and extends equality of opportunity.

20 http://www.egovmonitor.com/node/36327
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154 Until we achieve universal access, we cannot achieve the full benefits of digitisation.
Until that time, legacy systemsmust bemaintained to cater for the unconnectedminority, at
disproportionate cost. Until that time our education systems cannot exploit the benefits
of universal digital access, nor aspire to universal digital literacy. Already those pupils without
access to computers and the internet outside of school hours are disadvantaged.

155 Digital exclusion is of two types: geographic exclusion, where there is no physical access
to the system, and social exclusion, where people have neither themeans, themotivation
nor the skills to exploit an otherwise proximal resource.

Geographic exclusion
156 Breaking down geographic exclusion is challenging, as it is uneconomic for private providers

and costly for public providers if themost remote andmost deprived are not to be left
unconnected. Delivering broadband to thesemost difficult cases has a higher than average
marginal cost. However, themarginal benefits – the positive externalities – will also be
greater than average.

157 Because of their inaccessibility they typically receive lower than average services, provided at a
greater than average cost. So, delivering improved services to this sub-population through the
use of broadband – better access to healthcare and education, and improved social inclusion –
at reduced cost offers correspondingly high potential savings.

158 Remote and peripheral rural regions
comprise a large part of the territory
of Scotland and pose particular
problems in terms of communications
infrastructures. Digital communication
can help to improve communications
within scattered populations and
between them and the outside world.
This has advantages for logistics and
tourism. Scotland's rural populations
are on average older and poorer than
those in urban Scotland. The costs of
transport and communications are higher in these areas,meaning that even less poor people
are worse off.

159 Many small- andmicro-businesses, especially those in rural areas, do not have sufficient
funds for large-scale infrastructural investments (for example in telecommunications)
and are further disadvantaged through lack of easy access tomarkets, supplies and logistical
facilities, whichmakes them less competitive.

160 Wehave argued that themodel of broadband network development proposed in chapters 2-3
is themost effective way forward for Scotland to address geographic exclusion. It is based on
a coordinated national spine, that would permit local authorities, community groups and private
companies to create the access networks that would connect outlying communities.

161 Not only would this create the benefits referred to above, but it offers a further social potential
that is illustrated by the example of the island of Tiree. On Tiree, a local, community initiative
has created a wirelessmesh network that links all parts of the island. Having created an
impressive digital system through their own efforts confidence has grown in the community
capacity for creative social enterprise, which can enrich it both socially and economically.

Health
Remotemonitoring improves rural healthcare.
Rural locations aremost at risk in emergencies,
and the speedwith which a patient’s condition can
be initially treated is vital to the prospects for
recovery. The remotemonitoring system being
developedwould continuouslymonitor data such as
breathing, heart rate and temperature of people
with chronic ailments.
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Social exclusion

162 Uptake of digital communications is not only a question of local access. People remain
unconnected for a variety of reasons of cost, availability and choice. Those well-connected use
the internet to access goods and services, jobs, benefits, friends and relations. Those already
most disadvantaged are least likely to be connected.

163 The OfcomCommunications report for 2009 identified that only 39% of households in Glasgow
were connected to broadband, which compares with 73% of households in Aberdeen and 72%
in Edinburgh.

164 In 2005 broadband take up in Scotland stood at 31% (England 36%; N. Ireland 25%;Wales 24%).
In 2010 Scotland at 61% has fallen behind, with the lowest broadband take up of all (England
73%; N. Ireland 70%;Wales 64%).

165 In 2010, Scotland has the UK’s highest figure for involuntary non-ownership of internet services
– 15% of the population. Outside the core areas of Glasgow, Clyde, Lanarkshire, Lothian, Forth,
Grampian, Tayside & Fife this rises to 18% of the population.

166 Whole communities risk being “left behind” in the transition to a digital society21. Increasingly,
the concept of “social exclusion” needs to include “digital exclusion” sincemore andmore
opportunities and services depend upon online communications. Scotland has some of the
most deprived neighbourhoods in Europe. Ensuring access formembers of these communities
must be an essential part of urban and social regeneration strategies22.

167 It is clear therefore that access is only a first step. A number of digital divides remain important
andwithout policies to address them, universal access will not lead to universal digital
inclusion. These divides include:
> generational (younger people aremore tuned in than older people)
> technological (communities with slower connectivity are left further and further behind)
> wealth (those who can afford neither access nor substitutes such as travel,

are excluded)
> gender (men generally have better access to digital technology – although thismay

be changing)
> educational (those with higher levels of education aremore likely to benefit).

168 Many of these digital divisions exacerbate existing inequalities and disadvantages. However,
experience shows that ‘catching up’ can be relatively swift, and can help address other
disadvantages. But it is not likely to happenwithout targeted interventions.

169 TheCommunications ConsumerPanel, set up by the Communications Act 2003 as an
independent body to influence Ofcom, government and industry to protect and promote
the interests of citizens, with a particular responsibility for vulnerable consumers, including
older, disabled and low income people, has set out a framework for digital participation that
stresses the need for:

> Support in purchase and set-up.Many need help in choosing and setting up equipment,
particularly the elderly and disabled.

> End-to end support.Ready, patient and competent support is needed in getting online and
learning to exploit the internet.

> Addressing the needs of the disabled.Disabled people have particular problems due to the
lack, or high cost, of accessible equipment and software.

21 Many of these are being explored through projects at dot.rural, the rural digital economy hub at the University of Aberdeen.
22 Bailey, N., J. Flint, et al. (2003). Measuring Deprivation in Scotland: developing a long term strategy. Final Report. Edinburgh,

Scottish Executive Central Statistics Unit
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170 Public access points are crucial, both to provide an opportunity for those without a personal
connection to get online, and to provide a safe environment where users can learn from peers
how tomake it work andmanage risks. Such access and support points are already being
created through Scotland’s 542 public libraries. They were founded to provide access to books,
but as broadband joins the printed word as a cultural and social resource for the community,
their role is being and should be expanded.

171 Many rural and city libraries are playing an increasingly important role in this. In Edinburgh
for example, there are 26 libraries with free broadband internet access. They have developed
and supported the use of socialmedia, have created innovative processes of communication
and are collaborating with bodies such as the BBC in learning campaigns (see evidence from
City of Edinburgh Libraries). Although libraries should be important components of a public
access strategy, other locations, such as community centres could also provide access in both
inner city and rural areas.

172 It has been suggested to us however, that for older and disabled people, access and support
are not enough (see evidence fromProf Alan Newall), but that amajor reason for the digital
exclusion amongst this group is the design of web sites and other interfaces between human
beings, computers and the internet. The recently published “Manifesto for a Networked
Nation”23 reported that “a half of those aged 65-74 and over three quarters of those over 75
are offline”. Of those people over 65 who do not use the internet, greater than 60% say “IT is
not forme”, andmore than 30% say “I do not have the skills”. Research implies that the
majority of those who voluntarily exclude themselves are probably too scared and/or confused
by the technology to be prepared to try to use it. This is a fault of design and should be tackled
from that perspective as well as attempting to educate older people to battle with badly de
signed technology. Possible options to address this could be:

> Government procurement rules to require inclusive design;
> Government requirement that designers of government web technology should bemade

aware of the needs of older and disabled people;
> Government promoting education and training for designers;
> Encouraging research into design of technology suited to older people.

173 The Communications Consumer Panel stresses the need for Government action to increase
accessibility by ensuring that its ownweb sites and services are fully accessible, enforcing
current accessibility guidelines and including accessibility requirements in all new contracts.
But it is also recognises that there is a relatively small, but highly resistant core of people who
will almost certainly never use the internet, such that suitable offline alternatives to online
public service deliverymust be retained.

Content – accessing services and information
174 Effective use of the internet in education and public services, and the online availability of public

data and public service broadcasts decreases the costs of providing services and increase the
value of an internet connection to the user. By exploiting digital technologies public services can
be providedmore effectively at lower cost. Public procurement can drive the adoption of open
standards that favour usability and accessibility. Public procurement of open source solutions
can stimulate further development and use. Procurement should recognise that open source
solutions can bring additional value because open source allows others to reuse and build on
the public investment they embody. For amature example, see gvSIG24, a project of the
Regional Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport of Valencia, Spain. They find thatmaking
local solutions open source can bring a far wider rage of expertise to bear on local problems,
seed communities of both developers and users, and stimulate new entrepreneurial activity.

23 http://raceonline2012.org/sites/default/files/resources/manifesto_for_a_networked_nation_-_race_online_2012.pdf
24 http://www.gvsig.org/web/home/organization/mission-vision-and-values/
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175 Internet access provides new
opportunities in health and
education. In health it has the
potential to help evaluate the
state of health of citizens and
provide remote diagnosis,
particularly for those in remote
regions. In education it can be
interactive and include real-time
interaction with remote peers,
experts, and environments. It is
being used to roll out innovations
in curriculum and delivery
immediately available to an
entire population of students.
It expands educational opportunities, both in the classroom, by giving students access
to expertise and experiences not offered at their local school and for those whomay be
physically unable to attend. The benefits of which spill over to society as a whole.

176 Awide range of government services can already be accessed online, either providing
information on how to access public services, or increasingly to fully carry out all of the
functions of a particular service. Government can also stimulate development of the digital
society bymaking public data “open”– i.e. freely available for use and, importantly, reuse.
Providing open access to data not only reduces costs, by removing the need for registration
and authentication of both internal and external users. It also stimulates innovation and
entrepreneurship by providing opportunities for innovative “mash-ups” that bring data
together in novel ways, for analysis, visualisation and exploitation.

177 Advocates of open access argue that government data is public data, collected and analysed
at public expense. Where this data has social value, economic theory suggests it should be
made available atmarginal cost. In the digital world, thismarginal cost is practically zero.
In fact, making data open reduces the costs ofmanaging authentication and access. The UK
Government publishesmuch of its data through the website www.data.gov.uk, building on the
work of the Open Knowledge Foundation. We believe that Scotland should establish its own
open data portal to stimulate the reuse of public data resources for the analysis, management,
exploitation andmarketing of social assets.

178 Finally, an open source
policy for publicly-funded
software development
would allow different
branches of government
to benefit from each others’
investments, while retaining
flexibility for local
customisation and
improvement. This would
reduce total IT costs for
government across Scotland
and also stimulate the local
economy by increasing the
IP capital available to local
businesses seeking to build
added value onto these
public investments.

25 http://www.pathfindernorth.co.uk/benefits/how-fast/
26 http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/glowscotland/about/Whatisglow.asp

Education
Pathfinder725 is an initiative that has delivered high speed
internet access to over 1,200 sites (including primary &
secondary schools, council offices, libraries and harbours)
across 7 of Scotland’s rural and remote Local Authorities
(Scottish Borders, Dumfries &Galloway, Argyll & Bute,
Highland, Moray, Orkney Islands and Shetland Islands).

Glow26, is a Scottish national intranet for education. Glow
will break geographical and social barriers and allow joined-
upworking the length and breadth of Scotland. This will
transform theway education is delivered. It will work
alongside Curriculum for Excellence to build capacity and
ensure universal access to a first-class education for Scotland.

Culture
Scran is a digital resource drawn from cultural collections across
Scotland for use at all levels andmanaged by the Royal Commission
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS).

It is one of the biggest online cultural digests in the UK, receiving
1million hits a day, available in all schools in Scotland, nearly all the
colleges and universities, two thirds of the libraries and over 5,000
teachers as ‘at home’ users as well as being available to individual
subscribers from all over the world.

RCAHMS, in its evidence to us stressed the importance of
coordinating collection, collation andmaking available information
about the historic environment, which is progressively lost through
natural decay and physical re-development. In a digital world, it is
vital that all public bodies that gather such evidence should collect
once, butmake available for usemany times.
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179 The provision of public open accessWiFi can also stimulate the local economy by providing
locals and visitors with access to location-based services. For example, Historic Scotland is the
largest operator of visitor attractions in Scotland, with 345 properties, ranging from neolithic
standing stones to historic castles. Of these, the vastmajority are unstaffed, andmany lie in
relatively remote areas. WiFi at these sites could enablemuch richer location-based
interpretation, and provide a platform for services directed at residents and tourists.

180 Wehave not considered issues of broadcasting policy in any depth. However, the availability
of compelling online content is one potent driver of demand that stimulates broadband take up.
Furthermore, online content is available to those beyond the reach of existing transmissions,
provided they have broadband access – a fact of particular relevance to social inclusion in
Scotland.

181 The question of putting public service content online has become contentious and has been
the subject of an acrimonious debate which goes beyond our remit and expertise. We therefore
simply note thatmaking the public service obligations of broadcasters technology-neutral, by
including a requirement for online dissemination of content over the internet, would stimulate
take up of broadband connections and extend access to this content.

Conclusion

182 Scotland has invested in the use of digital technologies to deliver and enhance a wide range
of social services. To realise the full benefits of this investment for government and society
requires universal digital inclusion, and universal inclusion requires universal access.

183 Wehave set out plans for achieving both of these goals. Now it is time for action.
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Tegola: an experimental network delivering 20 Mb/s
to one of the most remote parts of Scotland.
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B Change –why a long-termstrategy is required

187 Wemust prepare for a period of change. Predictable advances in communications technology
will lead to further disruptive changes in social and commercial services. Technological
advances will be exploited, globally, to replace broadcastmedia by on-demand access and
to introduce new levels of remote tele-presence and interaction.

188 Applications will increasingly depend on symmetrical connections that feature high data rates
with low latency, both upstream and downstream. Traffic volumes frommobile access and the
internet of things will exceed those from fixed connections to personal computers.

189 According to the EUDirective on universal service obligations and users’ rights relating to
electronic communications networks and services, provision of access includes sending
and receiving data at rates sufficient to permit functional internet access, taking into account
prevailing technologies used by themajority of subscribers and technological feasibility.
We believe that next-generation internet access will soon fall within this definition.

190 As the usage of broadband interaction increases, prevailing technologies will followNeilsen’s
Law. A dynamic definition of universal service is implied. Theminimum connection rate for
universal accessmust track advances in the information society to ensure continuing
digital inclusion.

191 The Cisco-funded annual Broadband Quality Study (BQS) fromSaïd Business School at Oxford,
published in October 201027 assessed the average consumption of different household segments
and foundmajor differences between basic-digital homes and smart and connected homes.

> Basic digital homeswhichmainly use the web for simple-quality requirement applications
such as web browsing, instantmessaging and social networking, consume about 20 GB
permonth.

> Smart and connected households, whowould use the web for high definition video
communication, high definition entertainment, tele-education or telemedicine, home
security and others, can easily consume 500 GB permonth and require an assured
bandwidth of 18Mb/s.

> Researchers looked at the impact that higher broadband quality has on the
competitiveness of the service providers in a country. Assessing the top 25 countries
in broadband quality the team confirmed that service providers that offered significant
higher quality of broadband increased theirmarket shares.

> Alternative service providers that provided higher broadband quality have shown high
gains inmarket share.

> The research also confirmed earlier findings of positive associations between broadband
and the economy. Broadband leadership is strongly associated with competitiveness,
knowledge economy and innovation.

192 Themost important advances will probably be those we cannot predict. We can however
already foresee that these technological advances will bring newways of life, and highlight
some of the predictable changes.

193 While only 6% of the UK population works in the IT-related sector, these jobs produce 10%
of the GDP (the remaining 94% of workplaces produces the rest, 90%). Thismeans that
each job in the IT sector produces, on average, 74%more value than other “traditional”
sectors. Increasing the use of digital technologies will have the added benefit of stimulating
growth in this sector. The importance of information technology in productivity was pointed out
both in the old “Lisbon Strategy”28 and in the new EU 2020 strategy29. Both strategies
recognise “innovation as themotor for economic change".

27 http://newsroom.cisco.com/dlls/2010/prod_101710.html

28 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisbon_Strategy

29 http://ec.europa.eu/eu2020/pdf/COMPLET%20EN%20BARROSO%20%20%20007%20-%20Europe%202020%20-%20EN%20version.pdf
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Source: Ofcom,Next GenerationNetworks, June 2005

194 This digital revolution has only just begun. The pace of changewill accelerate rather than falter.
Information technology is the connective tissue of themodern society. Hardware and software
support themetabolism of a complex, evolving, socio-technical eco-system that is an integral
part of the way we live, and that will increasingly underpin our futures. The accelerating pace of
change presentsmajor challenges.

195 Digital convergence allows a single core network to serve the differing needs of entertainment
and industry, science and society. More andmore people and appliances are becoming
connected to the internet. The volume of internet traffic will continue to grow. Globally,
Cisco forecast that IP traffic will continue to grow at a compound annual rate of 34% and
thatmobile data traffic will double each year for the next five years30. New applications will
exploit and require increasing speeds.

196 Scotland needs a next-generation core network that reaches every community. It is required to
enable innovation. Many excellent initiatives are under way to develop the Digital Society in
Scotland, particularly in health and education. However, their reach is limited by lack of
infrastructure where it ismost needed. Only coordinated strategic action can produce
the infrastructure that will enable digital inclusion – equality of opportunity in the digital society.

Software as a Service andCloudComputing

197 Today, tools for analysis, modelling and simulation are normallymanaged in-house, by large
companies, and are inaccessible tomost small businesses. “Cloud computing” will make them
accessible as services accessed over the internet31. This will have a strong economic impact in
making these new technologies available to SMEs, thanks to the lower capital expenditure and
reduced in-house expertise required, and the increase in flexibility.

198 Software as a service (SaaS) provides customers with online access to specialised software
and support. This delivers all the functionality of traditional on-premise deployment, without
the upfront cost and effort. It allows SMEs to benefit from economies of scale. Software is
accessible around the clock, from any computer, which is ideal for the waymany small
business owners and freelancers work.

199 Bandwidth, symmetry and latency play a critical role in the quality and reliability of SaaS
products. A number of SaaS products require speeds of at least 8Mb/s for optimum
performance. At lower connectivity speeds of 2Mb/s some software would continue to function.
However there would be an impact on performance. As the number of SaaS users continues to
grow it’s crucial that broadband speeds aremaintained above this level to ensure such products
are being used to their full capability.

30 http://bit.ly/axdrp7
31 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/eeurope/i2010/docs/benchmarking/benchmarking_digital_europe_2011-2015.pdf
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200 Scotland already has SaaS providers, including Free AgentCentral, Axios Systems, and Firefish
Software. Their clients will need next generation access.

201 Major telecommunications providers, such as BT and Virgin, are already rolling out 20Mb/s
NGN (next generation networks) in parts of the UK in response to demand for greater
connectivity from businesses, government, community groups and the general public.
In Scotland, because of our geography,many areas that already suffer the costs of remoteness,
risk being at the tail end of the roll out, which will disadvantage these communities further.

Mobile connectivity
202 Today, 20% of the world’s population has access to an internet connection; 80% of the world’s

population is within range of amobile cell-tower. Soonmobile connections will account for the
majority of internet users. This this will increase the need for high-speed backhaul penetrating
to all the areas where people work and play. It will also provide opportunities for innovations
that usemobile connectivity to provide local added value, and reap local rewards.

203 Wherever a high-speed backhaul connection is available it is simple, and cheap, to provide a
mobile base station. LTE base stations have been demonstrated working over a range of 12 km,
so this technology will be well-suited to providingmobile connectivity in rural Scotland.

Summary
204 Universally high quality digital infrastructure will:

> enable the Scottish Government to take on the challenges of the severest public sector
cuts in generations, by enabling greater adoption of shared working and online delivery of
services, thus cutting out significant back office costs from public services.

> furnish business with the tools to increase productivity, and reach globalmarkets,
reducingmany of the traditional barriers to exporting.

> equip the economically and socially disadvantagedwith the skills and access to services
that will help to supportmoremeaningful engagement with work andwider society.

C Benchmarks

“…Our goal is simple:within this parliamentwewant Britain to have the
best superfast broadband network in Europe.” JeremyHunt, Secretary of State
for Culture, Media and Sport, 8th June 2010

205 The BQS32 shows the UK falling down the world broadband leadership table: it has dropped
three places in 2 years and now ranks 18th, level with Germany – andwe know that Scotland
lags behind the rest of the UK. Those ahead include Belgium, France, Latvia, Finland, Ireland,
Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Switzerland and Iceland, to name only
our nearest neighbours. Many of these share Scotland’s issues of population dispersion
and topography.

206 Quality was evaluated by scoring the combined download throughput, upload throughput,
and latency capabilities of a connection, the key criteria for a connection's ability to handle
specific Internet applications, from consumer telepresence to online video and social
networking.

207 Wehave looked at the current provision and future strategies of a number of countries to
see what pace is being set by our competitors, andwhat lessons Scotland could learn.
These countries include Sweden, Finland andNew Zealand, which are similar to Scotland
in terms of geography and population density, and the USAwhich plays a leading role in
the world economy and development of digital standards and technologies. We also draw
attention to someUK initiatives thatmight inspire further similar projects.

32 http://newsroom.cisco.com/dlls/2010/prod_101710.html
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International Comparators

Sweden33

208 The Swedish Government released a broadband strategy in November 2009 which pledges that
by 2020 90% of all households and businesses should have access to broadband at aminimum
speed of 100Mbps in 2020, and 40% should already have access to broadband at that speed by
2015. The following points are taken from the executive summary:
> The Swedish Government presents a Broadband Strategy for Sweden that clarifies the policy

focus: a broadband policy adapted to the situation and challenges we face. The Government is
continuing its efforts to improve competition and conditions formarket players through its
broadband strategy.

> The overall objective for Sweden is to have world-class broadband. A high usage of IT and the
Internet is good for Sweden, in relation to growth, competitiveness and innovation. It contributes
to the development of a sustainable society. It also helps inmeeting challenges in the shape of
increased globalisation, climate change and an ageing population in a scarcely populated country.

> Tomeet the challenges it is essential to have access to high-speed broadband throughout
the country. That implies that ninety per cent of all households and businesses should have
access to broadband at aminimum speed of 100Mbps in 2020. Forty per cent should
already have access to broadband at that speed by 2015.

> It is important that Swedish businesses and households in all parts of the country are able
to benefit from the opportunities that access to powerful broadband gives. In order to
change traditional workingmethods, enable development of new services and business
models and new patterns of behaviour, all households and businesses should also have
good opportunities to use electronic public services with broadband access.

> Asmore andmore services in society become digital, everyonemust be given the opportunity to
be connected. Everyday life should run smoothly: It is, in essence, amatter of democracy and rights.

> The underlying principle is that electronic communication services and broadband are
provided by themarket. The Government should not control themarket or technical
development. Our task is to establish goodmarket conditions and eliminate obstacles to
development. This entails ensuring that there is a relevant regulation in place.

> Tomeet the targets and provide themarket with the necessary conditions to deliver services
and to invest in broadband throughout the country, the Government proposes initiatives in
several areas. These include providing good conditions for competition, a revisedmodel for
spectrummanagement and promoting investments in broadband inmore remote areas.

> Themunicipalities planning responsibility is clarified by strengthening the focus on
electronic communications in the Planning and Building Act.

> The Swedish Post and TelecomAgency will be assigned to investigate how suitable
frequency bands for electronic communications can be used for increased availability in
areas that lack access to broadband or have broadband of low capacity and quality.

> The level of functional access to Internet within the universal service obligation will also
be reviewed.

209 In 2000, Västerås34was the firstmunicipality in Sweden to form its own commercial company
to build and operate an open urban network, allowing the users themselves to decide which
services they want. The Västerås network today covers the entire town.

> With its 22,000 household connections, Mälarenergi is already a large player on the urban
networkmarket. It also has 1,700 companies, all the local state-run schools, council
offices, companies and all of the Västmanland county council healthcare clinics.

> Mälarenergi Stadsnät connects properties and service providers to the urban network.
The users in companies, organisations and private households are, in turn, linked to the
urban network via their landlord's property net.

33 http://www.sweden.gov.se/content/1/c6/13/49/80/112394be.pdf

34 http://www.packetfront.com/en/news_events/success/malarenergi.html
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> Tenants' associations and housing associations can also build property nets and hook
themselves up. Once the property is connected, the companies, organisations and
households are free to link up. This usually takes place with the user paying a fixedmonthly
fee for the use of the network via the service provider(s) chosen.

> The Västeråsmodel is an organisational concept that helps provide structure and facilitates
sales, contract-signing, start ups and contact with the service supplier. Themodel is based
on a systemwhereby the network owner and the service providers share the revenue
generated by the urban network, with the service providers offering their services direct to
the users instead of running their own broadband connections to the customers they want.

> The service providers pay for gaining access to customers who are already connected
to the network. The users hook up to the system via a normal wall data socket and then
buy the services they themselves want direct from the relevant providers. The Västerås
urban network offers connections at speeds no less than 10Mbit/s, but the network has a
transfer capacity of between 100 and 1,000Mbit/s.

Finland35

210 The FinnishMinistry of Transport and Communications has enacted a law that will oblige
telecommunications providers to offer at least 1Mbit/s internet connections to all of the
country’s 5.3million citizens by 2010 and 100Mbit/s by 2015.

> The Finnish Government reviewed its communications policy guidelines in December 2008.
The guiding principle has been that telecommunications operators are responsible for
supplying communications services onmarket terms but if adequate communications
services cannot be provided on commercial terms only, public aidmay also be used to
ensure that services are available to all.

> The implementation will be by subsidised projects which will be subject to competitive
tendering. The telecom operator responsible for a project will pay at least one third of
the project costs. The responsibility for the public aid – two thirds – will be divided
between the state, municipalities and the EU.

> Subsidies will only be paid to projects located in themost sparsely populated areas.
A total of 66million Euros in State budget appropriations have been reserved for broadband
subsidies. The EURural Development Programmewill fund Finland’s broadband projects
with 25million Euros and themunicipalities involved with around 50million Euros.

> ... a built-up area square (250m x 250m) is defined as amap square in which at least four
households or ca. 10 residents are located and the immediately adjoiningmap squares of
which (750m x 750m) have at least 12 households or ca. 30 residents.

211 Finland has allocated additional frequency in the 1,800MHz band enabling them to start
building 4Gmobile networks. As a result, fast 4G networks can be provided with a substantially
wider coverage at a lower cost than commonly used 2,600MHz networks, which require a
considerably larger number of base stations.

NewZealand36

212 TheNew Zealand Government has released the details of a $1.5 billion ultra-fast broadband
investment initiative. The government will partner with the private sector to accelerate the
roll-out of ultra-fast broadband services to 75 percent of New Zealanders within the next ten
years. The proposal will result in “Local Fiber Companies” providing and owning a dark fibre
infrastructure, which is funded by government co-investment with the private sector.

35 http://www.lvm.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=121398&name=DLFE-4072.pdf

36 http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/MultipageDocumentTOC_41865.aspx
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213 The rationale is given in a series of questions and answers.
> Why is the government investing in broadband infrastructure?

Private sector companies have decided, on behalf of their shareholders and as a
commercial decision, not to invest in a nationwide network of fiber-to-the-home at this
point in time. The government understands this, and so wishes to assist andwork with the
private sector in improving the business case for ultra-fast broadband. The government is
also getting involved in order to encourage the provision of widespread open access dark
fiber services, which will facilitate the best possible competition outcomes in emerging
markets and encourage innovation in wholesale and retail services.

> What is the government’s objective for dark fiber infrastructure investment?
To accelerate the roll-out of ultra-fast broadband to 75 percent of New Zealanders over ten
years, concentrating in the first six years on priority broadband users such as businesses,
schools and health services, plus greenfield developments and certain tranches of
residential areas.

> Why is the government only investing in dark fiber?
Government investment at that level will facilitate the competitive commercial provision
of ultra-fast broadband services over fiber with theminimum regulatory intervention.
In very simple terms, this is themost “raw” access to the underlying infrastructure,
and provides the best competition outcomes because the wholesale customer has full
control and flexibility and has the ability to innovate in downstream services.

India37

214 A good example of the impact broadband can have on rural communities is the use of a
long-distance wireless network in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu to allow
hospital-based eye specialists to interview and examine patients in five remote clinics
via high-quality video conferencing. http://tier.cs.berkeley.edu/wiki/Aravind

USA
215 “Like electricity a century ago, broadband is a foundation for economic growth, job creation,

global competitiveness and a better way of life. It is enabling entire new industries and
unlocking vast new possibilities for existing ones. It is changing howwe educate children,
deliver health care,manage energy, ensure public safety, engage government, and access,
organize and disseminate knowledge.”

216 The USNational Broadband Plan38will “influence the broadband ecosystem in four ways”:

> Design policies to ensure robust competition and, as a result maximize consumer welfare,
innovation and investment.

> Ensure efficient allocation andmanagement of assets government controls or influences,
such as spectrum, poles, and rights-of-way, to encourage network upgrades and
competitive entry.

> Reform current universal servicemechanisms to support deployment of broadband and
voice in high-cost areas; and ensure that low-income Americans can afford broadband; and
in addition, support efforts to boost adoption and utilization.

> Reform laws, policies, standards and incentives tomaximize the benefits of broadband in
sectors government influences significantly, such as public education, health care and
government operations.

37 http://tier.cs.berkeley.edu/wiki/Aravind

38 http://www.broadband.gov/plan/
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217 The USRecovery Act 200939makes reference to a radically differentmodel of infrastructure
provision into premises. It enables public investment inmiddle-mile to encourage private last
mile provision, as well as public last-mile investment. The executive summary includes:

> Broadband touches nearly every aspect of the U.S. economy, providing Americans with
unprecedented opportunities in employment, education, health care, entrepreneurship,
and civic participation. Formillions of Americans without adequate access to broadband,
however, the possibility of falling behind in the knowledge-based economy is real.

> By leveraging federal dollars, the Administration’s Recovery Act investments will expand
broadband access throughout the nation and providemore Americans – in both urban and
rural areas – with the opportunity to succeed in the digital age. Among the awards are
investments in “middle-mile” networks, which connect unserved or underserved
communities to the Internet backbone.

> These investments will maximize the impact of federal dollars by encouraging private
service providers to build connections to homes and businesses using the publicly funded
infrastructure. In rural areas and areas with low population density that are difficult to
reach, Recovery Act awards will fund investments in the “lastmile” of service, which will
help provide connections to homes and businesses that would otherwise gowithout
high-speed Internet access.

> Recovery Act investments will also leverage federal dollars by targeting community
institutions that provide critical services in urban and rural areas, including schools,
libraries, and hospitals. Middle-mile projects will connect these institutions directly to
broadband services, helping to improve the quality of their services and exposing new users
to broadband opportunities at work, school, and other venues.

> Funding for public computer centers, including those in urban and suburban areas,
will promote digital literacy among the new generation of workers through one-time
investments in equipment, hardware and software, and basic training.

> These critical broadband investments will create tens of thousands of jobs and stimulate the
economy in the near term. By providing broadband-enabled opportunities to previously
underserved communities, these investments will also lay the foundation for long-term
regional economic development and foster a digitally literate workforce that can compete
in the new knowledge-based economy.

UK initiatives
Rutland Telecom40

218 A recent report by the BBC highlighted how a community banding
together and connecting through Openreach hasmanaged to deliver
high speed broadband of 40Mb/s in Rutland. This UK community
raised £37,000 to provide 200 homeswith the super-fast broadband
that BT could not deliver.

> Rutland Telecom offers the residents of Lyddington speeds of
up to 40Mb/s. Established telecom firms had said it was not
economical to provide fast services to the village.

> The Rutland Telecom schemewas a joint effort between villagers fed upwith slow
broadband speeds and a local ICT firm that was reselling BT's broadband.

> “We found that any company could do, on a smaller scale, what CarphoneWarehouse has
done and take over BT’s network,” said Dr David Lewis, managing director of Rutland
Telecom.

> They asked Openreach, the BT spin-off that has responsibility for the UK’s telephone
network, to supply fibre-optic cable to a street cabinet in the village. It was a slow process
and required the intervention of regulator Ofcom but two years later the telco is up
and running.

39 http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/20091217-recovery-act-investments-broadband.pdf

40 http://www.relay-rutlandtelecom.co.uk/
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Angus Glens Broadband Co-operative41

219 The Angus Broadband Co-operative Limited has been formed as a community owned co-op
to pursue the the provision of broadband service throughout the Angus Glens. It is developing
full detailed plans for a fibre network, but has not yet been able to secure the backhaul it requires.

Tegola42

220 Tegola is a project sponsored by the University of Edinburgh and the UHIMillenium Institute
to develop new technologies that can bring high-speed, affordable broadband to rural areas.
It bypassesmuch of the existing wired access technology to provide wireless access to remote
backhaul. An initial testbed has been operating for about two years, delivering ~20Mb/s shared
between ~40 user sites. Users experience speeds of “up to” 20Mb/s, at a contention ratio of
40:1. Downstream traffic is ~ 50 GB per week.

Tiree43

221 Tiree Broadband is a not for profit company established to provide broadband access to the
people of Tiree. The company owns and operates a commercial quality wireless network linked
to amulti-feed ADSL backhaul. The wireless network allows Tiree Broadband to reach areas of
the island outwith the reach of conventional broadband.

> Tiree Broadband provides broadband to private individuals, companies and community
groups at prices comparable withmainstreamADSL providers. It is able to do this by
keeping its operating costs to aminimumand by utilising skilled volunteers and
professionals from Tiree.

> Any surplus revenue generated from subscriptions is re-invested inmaintaining, extending
and upgrading the network.

> Tiree broadband has been operating successfully for 4 years and now has over 100
subscribersmaking it one of the largest andmost successful community broadband
networks in Scotland.

· Tiree Broadband also owns and supports a public Internet access wireless hot-spot run
by Tiree Rural Centre, as well as providing broadband feeds for community Internet access
at An Iodhlann and providing data connections for Discover Tiree's network of touch-screen
information points.

222 Tiree Broadband uses a secure wireless network to distribute a broadband connection to its
subscribers. This wireless network reaches areas of Tiree outwith the reach of conventional
(BT) ADSL. The network uses a combination of 2.4GHz and 5.8GHzwireless frequencies
transmitted using industrial grade proprietary equipment, rather than domestic standard
Wi-Fi. Speeds available to users are constrained by the limited backhaul available.
Currently all users share the bandwidth provided by four ADSL connections.

ConnectedCommunities44

223 The Connected Communities pilot is a broadbandwireless network covering 11 islands (total
pop. 26,000) with aNorth to South span of over 200 km (seewww.connectedcommunities.co.uk).
This has been funded by the DTI UKOnline, Scottish Executive, Western Isles Enterprise and
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. It provides services to all Local Authority sites including schools,
all NHS sites including all medical practices, UHI Learning Centres and awide range of
business and residential properties throughout the islands.

41 http://www.angusglens.co.uk/glensbroadband/broad.php

42 http://www.tegola.org.uk/

43 http://www.tireebroadband.com/

44 http://www.connectedcommunities.co.uk/
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223.1 Amicrowave backbone serves over 100 community nodes spanning all the islands,
which include Lewis, Harris, Berneray, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Eriskay,
Barra and Vatersay. This high performance FixedWireless Access network operates
in the 5Ghz rangewith full encryption for enhanced security. It currently supports
155Mb/s communications; a planned upgradewill double this speed.

223.2 TheWestern Isles has the highest percentage in the UK of phone lines too long for
DSL— some properties near Uig area are 17 km from their local exchange.
An extensive deployment of wireless has therefor been the access solution of choice
formost of the area. The network also includes a fibreMAN (metropolitan area
network) in the town of Stornoway (pop. 12,000).

223.3 While this infrastructure provides high-speed communications within and between
theWestern Isles, the backhaul to the global internet is limited to a 34Mb/s channel
to an internet exchange in London. BT provides this limited backhaul connection at an
annual cost of £140k. This is over £5 per head of the population, or £13 per
household – if they were all connected.

223.4 Under our 25:1model, a 256Mb/s network can support 1Mb/s for a population
of 16,000. Given access to sufficient backhaul, the projected 310Mb/s upgrade
will support 2Mb/s for the 17,000 residents not within Stornoway—the speed is
doubled since this population can be served by two geographically independent
subnetworks. Those within Stornoway, served by fibre, would have access to
next-generation speeds.

223.5 However, the current 34Mb/s backhaul will only support a 2Mb/s service for 16,000
at a contention ratio of almost 400:1—or 600:1 (oneminute every ten hours) for the
entire 26,000 population (10,000 subscribers) of theWestern Isles. A fibre to
Stornoway is planned for 2013, by which timewe anticipate that average speeds
across the UKwill be over 20Mb/s.

225 This example shows how a local wireless network can support access for a substantial
population distributed over a large area—and that the cost and limited speed of the backhaul
currently available are both significant obstacles to digital inclusion.

Pathfinder45

225 The Pathfinder project has brought broadband to every school in Scotland, ensuring that every
primary school would have a connection of at least 4Mb/s and every secondary school of at
least 8Mb/s. Pathfinder consists of two initiatives, North and South, that have delivered high
speed internet access to over 1,200 sites (including primary & secondary schools, council
offices, libraries and harbours) across 7 of Scotland’s rural and remote Local Authorities
(Scottish Borders, Dumfries &Galloway, Argyll & Bute, Highland, Moray, Orkney Islands and
Shetland Islands). This project wasmainly funded by the Scottish Executive (nowGovernment).
The Pathfinder networks were originally contracted to THUS plc which became part of
Cable&WirelessWorldwide in 2008.

218 Pathfinder provides connectivity with speeds up to “300Mb per second, which is not sharedwith
anyone else”. In fact the Pathfinder network includes unused capacity particularly outwith office
hours, and surplus backhaul is available. Initial hopes that the Pathfinder procurement would
stimulate fibre penetration, and the commercial availability of fibre backhaul connections, have
not been realised.

219 Technically this could be used to contribute to the Scottish backbone network, to provide
high-speed internet for public access, and to provide backhaul formobile operators and
community networks. A variety of different stakeholders would need to collaborate to establish
appropriate commercial andmanagement arrangements.

45 http://www.pathfindernorth.co.uk/
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Commentary

228 FromSweden, “providing good conditions for competition, a revisedmodel for spectrum
management and promoting investments in broadband inmore remote areas, and, “to investigate
how suitable frequency bands for electronic communications can be used for increased availability
in areas that lack access to broadband or have broadband of low capacity and quality” are actions
that transfer directly to the Scottish context.

229 The Västeråsmodel includes “property nets” set up by tenants’ associations and housing
associations. We believe a similarmodel could apply to community nets in parts of Scotland
unreached by the national providers.

230 The Finnish account highlights the need for intervention, and the applicability of the EURural
Development Programme to funding of “last-mile” connections. We note that its criterion for a
“built-up” area, which corresponds to a population density of 70 people per square kilometre
over a 750m x 750m square.

231 A recent comparison of the Finnish and Swedish interventions appears to show that
interventions addressing supply or demand can both be effective.

232 TheNew Zealand policies highlight the need to encourage the provision of widespread open
access dark fiber services, whichwill facilitate the best possible competition outcomes in
emergingmarkets and encourage innovation in wholesale and retail services. In Scotland,
relief on rating of fibre would be a key contribution to such a policy.

233 Although the USA is of a vastly different scale, it includes a range of geography, both social
and physical, thatmakes some parts reasonably comparable with Scotland. Indeed, eight
states of the USA have population densities comparable with that of the Scottish Highlands
(< 40 per km2), and parts of the USA suffer deprivations that compare unfavourably with
the least favoured parts of Scotland.

234 The US strategy highlights the unprecedented opportunities in employment, education,
health care, entrepreneurship, and civic participation that digital inclusion will bring.

235 Our proposal, that intervention should start by ensuring that Scotland develops interconnected
fibre backbone networks to ensure availability of backhaul, corresponds to the Recovery Act
focus on investments in “middlemile” networks. Like this report, it argues that investment in
backbone connections will have the effect of encouraging private service providers to build
connections to homes and businesses.

236 On the demand side, it argues that connecting schools, libraries, and hospitalswill help to
improve the quality of their services and expose new users to broadband opportunities at work,
school, and other venues.

237 Funding for public computer centers, including those in urban and suburban areas, will promote
digital literacy among the new generation of workers through one-time investments in equipment,
hardware and software, and basic training.

238 The Rutland and Tegola projects give two examples of the kind of local innovation that could be
opened up by enabling local networks to have reasonably-priced access to backhaul. The
Rutland experience was that, despite supportive regulation, it took Ofcom intervention to
establish backhaul access for their project. The Tegola project has not yet overcome similar
obstacles. We hope that the virtual unbundling of BT’s fibre lines, recently imposed by Ofcom ,
will create amore transparentmarket in this area.

239 Currently, the five European countries with the highest penetration are Lithuania, Sweden,
Norway, Slovenia and Estonia.
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D Introduction to the internet

240 We start by elaborating ourmetaphor of a road transport network.

> The roads are analogues for the data links that carry information on the internet.
Vehicles travelling along the roads are analogues for packets of information travelling along
the links. The network should reach all users and accommodate anticipated traffic flows.

240.1 Internet vehicles are numerous and autonomous.

> Themagic of the internet is that anymessage, however complex, can be sent by splitting
it up into hundreds or thousands of small packets of information, each individually
addressed and numbered. These packets are sent (by routers) from one junction to another,
to find their separate ways to their destination, where they are re-assembled, by number.

> Some packetsmay be lost along the way, but the receiver can request re-transmission
of anymissing packets, if they are needed.

240.2 Congestion can be a problem.

> Just as themotorways and bridges in a road networkmust have sufficient capacity
to accommodate the traffic between the communities they connect, so links in the
information networkmust be sized to avoid bottlenecks and traffic jams.

> The capacity of each link should be sufficient to accommodate peak demands. Road
capacity ismeasured in vehicles per hour; for communications links we count bits per
second, in thousands (kilobits Kb), millions (megabits Mb), or trillions (gigabits Gb).

> Congestion arises where different streams of traffic converge on a link with insufficient
capacity to handle the combined flow. In local access networks the individual streams of
data coming frommany subscribersmay be brought together to share a single connection
to themain network, combining say 25 or 50 streams into one – giving a contention ratio
of 25:1 or 50:1.

> Themajor roads (motorways and A-roads) need to have large capacity to accommodate
traffic converging from different sources. They should be planned and coordinated on a
regional basis, potentially as part of an ambitious UK strategy.

> The B-roads, that reach individual small communities and outlying habitations, should be
planned funded and implemented through local initiatives, by companies, local authorities
or community groups.

240.3 Resilience and redundancy require coordination to avoid single points of failure.

> The network should offermultiple routes between any two points, both to allow traffic
to be re-routed around temporary local obstructions or failures, and to provide flexible
capacity in case of unusual traffic spikes.

> The contractors who build and operate the links need to build to a coordinated plan,
but in a competitive framework. Regulation and taxation should neither inhibit competition,
nor inhibit the entry of innovative operators or users.

240.4 Regulation is needed to avoid collisions

> Safe and efficient roads need laws, regulations and a highway code. So does a digital
network. The regulator, Ofcom, plays an important role in ensuring that all traffic is
handled equitably and efficiently.
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240.5 Everyone should benefit from access

> Just as public transport is essential to allow those without personal vehicles to benefit
from our roads, so opportunities for public internet access within each community are
essential to ensure equality of opportunity for those without personal connections.

> The negative effects of digital exclusion are increasing asmore andmore aspects
ofmodern life come to depend on digital interactions. Scotland experiences geographic
exclusion where there is no local broadband access; and social exclusion, where
socio-economic circumstances of communities (wealth, education, physical environment)
militate against broadband use.

241 The Internet is a worldwide network of computer networks that use a common set of
communications protocols commonly known as TCP/IP, named from two of themost important
protocols. These provide a common language for interoperation between networks that use
differing technologies and a variety of local protocols. From the user-perspective, it is a global
virtual network, built on top of facilities and services provided by innumerable corporations and
organisations, large and small.

242 The internet uses packet switching. Data – amessage, amovie, a spreadsheet, a web page, a
photo – is split into small ‘packets’ of information which are routed independently from source
to destination, then reassembled. Depending on the application, lost packetsmay be simply
dropped (for example, in VoIP communication) or retransmitted following a request from the
destination (for example, for a software update). Latency is critical to one application and fidelity
to the other.

243 Packet switching permits statistical sharing on the communications links: packets from
different users, coming from different sources, and bound for different destinations, can
be interleaved.

244 Faster networks do notmove electrons or photons faster than the speed of light. Rather,
“faster” refers to sendingmore bits of information in a given time period. Links using copper
wire or wireless signals to transport digital information can now carry hundreds ofmillions of
bits per second (megabits per second, Mb/s). Optical links can carry thousands ofmillions
(giga-bits, Gb), or evenmillions ofmillions (tera-bits, Tb) of bits per second.

Costs, connectivity and charging

245 There are threemain elements of network costs: the cost of connecting to the internet,
the cost of providing network links, and the cost of providing and operating the routers
and switches. Once capacity is in place themarginal cost of sending amessage is almost
negligible; but there are social costs of congestion whenever bandwidth demanded
exceeds throughput supplied. ISPs have significant accounting and billing costs, and are
increasingly required tomonitor and log traffic – amarginal cost attached to every interaction.

246 A serious problem for any traffic pricing scheme is that is is impossible to determine who
should pay for a given packet, sender of receiver? Should the user pay for unsolicited spam?
In any case, the overhead of accounting and charging for each individual packet would be
prohibitive.

247 Most of the value of the network is in the information services it supports, not the data
transport. The network costs are borne by the network operators, not the information
service providers. The challenge for those installing fibre links is to generate a return
on investment in a competitivemarket.
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248 In practice domestic subscribers and small enterprises typically pay a flat-rate access for a
limitedmaximumbandwidth, with ‘fair use’ restrictions on traffic volume. Larger enterprises and
content providersmay pay charges based on cumulative volumes ormaximumdata rates used.

249 Routing information, network traffic, and sometimes payments, are passed between networks
according to peering and transit contracts.

250 Peering is a symmetric agreement, formutual benefit, where each network accepts incoming
traffic from the other and forwards it for onward routing to its destination. Peering
arrangementsmay only cover traffic to destinations within one of the participating networks,
and are often "settlement-free", whichmeans that no payments aremade. Transit is an
asymmetric agreement, where one client network pays the other to provide connectivity
to the global internet.

251 Somenetworksmerely carry traffic fromone network to another, facilitating global connectivity;
some are the internal networks of organisations and corporations; others exist to connect
individual subscribers to the global internet. Many combine several such functions and have
multiple peering and transit agreements, providing redundant connections to the global internet.

252 The economics of these agreements reflect a complex symbiosis. For example, an ISP typically
charges end users for their connection to the global internet, butmay also negotiate cost-free
peering arrangements to deliver that connection, because it provides other internet users with
access to its customer base.

253 It is common to distinguish core, intermediate (middle-mile) and access (last-mile) networks.
Middle-mile provision— access to backhaul— is amajor issue in reducing the price of
broadband internet provision by non-incumbent operators. Internet bandwidth is relatively
inexpensive to purchase in bulk at themajor Internet peering points. However, middle-mile
access, where bought from an incumbent operator, is oftenmuchmore expensive.

254 Openness has enabled the global development and growth of the internet. Openness enables
universal participation and contribution. To foster innovation, entrepreneurship and
competition, Scotland should ensure an openmarket giving both established and new
entrants access to the backbone via equitable peering and transit arrangements, allowing
them to offer end-user connections to homes, businesses and communities.

255 An Open Access Network (OAN) is a horizontally layered network architecture and business
model that separates the physical or link layers of the network from service provision.
The sameOAN is used by a number of different providers.

256 Open access networks allow efficient use of themassive capacity provided by fibre networks,
the open accessmodel allowsmultiple service providers to compete over the same network
at wholesale prices.

Contention
257 You share your nominal bandwidth with a number of other subscribers. The contention ratio of

your connection is the number of subscribers who share your nominal broadband pipe.
Contention ratios of 50:1 are common—and of course each subscription typically serves
multiple users within the household. If all 50 subscribers want to download amovie at the same
time, it will take each one 50 times as long:more than ten days at 0.5Mb/s, andmore than 12
hours at 10Mb/s. So, evenwith a 10Mb/s connection, if you want to come home andwatch a
movie, it’s better to start the download before you leave for work. At a contention ratio of 50:1
each 1Mb/s of bandwidth, used flat out, day in, day out, will provide only 6.5 GB of data to each
subscriber permonth. As ‘always-on’ usage increases, and the number of users and devices
connected to each subscriber line increases, delivered speeds will have to go up, or contention
ratios will have to go down, just tomaintain current levels of user experience. For a given level
of subscriber demand, it is preferable to have higher speeds with correspondingly higher
contention ratios. A speed of 100Mb/s shared at 500:1, comparedwith a 10Mb/s service at
50:1, will give quicker responses at timeswhen demand does not exceed supply, and equivalent
performancewhen there ismaximal competition for bandwidth.
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E Technology facts –why fibre is the best

258 The internet is technology neutral. It connects networks that use a wide range of link
technologies. Transmissionmedia are the physical pathways that connect computers,
other devices, things and people on a network – the highways and byways that comprise
the information network.

259 Information can be transmitted inmany ways. A link that uses soundwaves to transmit data
through the hull of a submarine, without piercing the hull, has recently been reported46.

> Using 25MHz sonar signals this link can transmit data at 10Mb/s; using 40MHz sonar
signals, the data throughput can be increased to 18Mb/s.

> The data can’t be overheard by an eavesdropper in a nearby submarine, since sea-water
effectivelymuffles the very high-frequency soundwaves used – engineers say that the
sea-water attenuates the signal – but they travel easily through a solid steel or
titanium hull.

260 Most practical data links use electromagnetic waves to carry digital signals. These range from
relatively low-frequency electrical waves carried overmetallic wires, throughmicrowaves and
radio waves transmitted through the atmosphere, to light waves transmitted along optical
fibres. The data rate on a link depends primarily on the bandwidth available. Noise and
attenuation limit themaximum length of a link.

> The frequency spectrum in which amedium operates determines the bandwidth available
and thus the data transmission rate – bits per second – that can be obtained. Thismeans
that electrical andwireless links are limited to speeds of tens or hundreds ofmega-bits per
second (Mb/s). Optical frequencies are thousands of times as great as radio frequencies, so
optical links can carry thousands of times asmuch data – giga-bits per second (Gb/s).

Electrical (1 KHz – 1GHz)
261 Twisted pairs of copper wires reachmost homes, as legacy plain old telephone service (POTS)

links. They were originally designed to carry audio frequencies for analogue telephone signals,
and are now also used to carry data connections.

262 Early acousticmodems used audio frequencies around 1-2 kHz, with data rate limited to
hundreds of bits per second. Early versions of ADSL used a 10 kHz frequency band, from
90 kHz – 100 kHz for uplink and a 1MHz band from 100 kHz to 1.1MHz for the downlink.
These supported upload speeds of 128 Kb/s and download speeds of up to 1.5Mb/s.
Using compression and higher carrier frequencies download speeds have been increased
to 12Mb/s (ADSL2) and then 24Mb/s (ADSL2+).

263 High frequency signals over twisted pairs suffer from attenuation and noise. High-quality
pairs can support bandwidths of up to 24Mb/s over distances of up to 2 km.Many fail to
deliver 3Mb/s. New developments will continue to allowmore efficient use of twisted-pair
and enable higher data rates – perhaps hundreds of Mb/s. However, these new solutions
will specify ever shorter distances over which the twisted-pair can be used, andmany lines
in Scotland are already too long for current ADSL.

264 In dense DSL deployments, where a large bundle of twisted pairs runs from a phone exchange,
there can be significant “cross-talk” effects. Electromagnetic interference builds up as the
number of “active pairs” (cables carrying DSL frequencies) increases. So performance can
degrade as new local users sign up.

265 Coaxial cables, many of which were originally installed to deliver cable TV to the home, can
carry up to 300Mb/s over 150 km.

46 http://bit.ly/dihZNJ
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Radio (1 GHz - 50GHz)

266 Radio spectrum is limited and suffers frommany issues – some frequencies require
line-of-sight propagation, some are attenuated by fog or rain, all are prone to noise and
interference. Current production technologies can deliver bandwidths of tens or hundreds
of Mb/s over distances ranging from less than 2 km for local access cells, to tens of km
for point-to-point links.

267 As a limited and precious resource,much of the spectrum is licensed for specific uses.
Some, such as the 2.5 and 5 GHz bands used by 802.11WiFi, are unlicensed.

268 Point-to-point links can be built using directional antennae, but otherwise all users within
range compete for bandwidth in a noisy radio-frequency shoutingmatch, sometimes
moderated by protocols.

269 We estimate 512Mb/s as an upper limit for the throughput that can be provided by a wireless
channel, either for a dedicated backhaul link or a local access ‘cell’. Current technologies
typically deliver significantly less.

270 Wireless backhaul networks use point-to-point links over several tens of km.Wireless access
networks use cellular radio networks to connect fixed ormobile users to base stations that
may use a wireless relay or fixed line for its connection to the internet. These can use licensed
or unlicensed spectrum.

271 Mobile broadband uses licensed spectrum (sold at auction) to deliver voice and data signals
tomobile devices as part of the cellular ‘telephone network’. Third generation (3G) can
deliver speeds of 1-2Mb/s. Fourth generation (4G) standards, currently under development,
aim to deliver download speeds of 100Mb/s to fast-moving users, rising to 1 Gb/s when
stationary. Operators can only provide these services where there is sufficient backhaul
available for connection from the cell tower to the internet.

272 Satellite broadband uses amicrowave repeater in the sky. Bandwidth is shared between all
users within the satellite footprint Satellite is well-suited to services where numerous
subscribers all listen to the same broadcast signal. Satellite is less well-suited to internet
access for two reasons.

272.1 First, as with any wireless access technology, bandwidthmust be shared between
all users in the cell. So evenwhen satellite can deliver high speeds, the volume
of data each individual user can receive is normally capped. Evenwhen satellite
technology can deliver say 512Mb/s it will only be able to support a 2Mb/s service
for atmost 6,400 subscribers (at 25:1 contention).

> Avanti, who deliver satellite broadband in Scotland, are reported to set broadband
caps of around 200MB per day. They have recently been given funding from the
European Space Agency to research ‘Hercules’, a satellite that would be capable
of speeds of up to 50Mbps. Around thirty such channels would be required to provide
a 2Mb/s service to 10% of Scotland’s population.

> Avanti’s HYLAS-1 satellite, due for launch in 2010, provides 3 GHz of bandwidth.
Themarket for 2Mb satellite broadband products in themarkets served by Avanti
is estimated atmore than 100million households. Once HYLAS-2 is launched in
2012 they will have approximately 10 GHz of bandwidth to share between all
their consumers,
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272.2. Second, satellite internet access suffers from contention and high ‘latency’ – the
round-trip time for a signal travelling between user and ISP is about 1 second.
The latency inherent in satellite links – 10x that experienced by those with terrestrial
links –makesmany interactive uses of the internet (Skype, video-conferencing, cloud
computing, gaming, etc.) frustrating or impossible.

Optical (100,000GHz – 1,000,000GHz)
273 An optical fibre is a single filament of drawn glass, hair-thin and up to 300 km long. A single

fibre can support 155 channels (each using light of a different colour), each carrying 100 Gb/s
over several hundred km. A single cable can include hundreds of fibres.

274 Fibre offers enormous bandwidth, since light waves havemuch higher frequencies than
electrical and radio waves. They have immunity tomany types of interference and noise
that affect radio and electrical signals, and have improved security. The world’s supply of
copper is limited, and coppermining is environmentally expensive. Fibre ismade of sand.

275 Optical fibre links have an expected lifespan of several decades. Themajor cost of constructing
fibre-optic links lies in construction and installation. It is therefore rational to install excess
ducting and fibre, whenever a new link is built. Thismeans that we see ‘all-or-nothing’
provision where there is fibre in the core network there is normally excess capacity.

276 Currently, the bandwidth limitations of copper andwireless connections inmany Scottish
access networks limit the demands placed on the core fibre networks. There is congestion
and contention within the access networks, but where there is fibre it has excess capacity.

Passive and active components
277 Twisted pairs of copper wires were invented by Alexander GrahamBell in 1881. They were

originally designed for analogue voice transmission. The wires are passive components –
they just carry any signal placed on them.Minor advances have beenmade over the years
so thatmodern twisted pairs have less attenuation and crosstalk than those constructed by
Bell. However, the great advancesmade in sending ever greater volumes of data over these
wires, have come from developments in active components, the ‘datamodems’ that send and
receive the signals. The old wires have given service for over a century. Indeed, the newest
active components can still use old wires, albeit over increasingly limited distances.

278 A similar history is expected for fibre-optic cables. They were invented in the 1970s and quickly
became the technology of choice for intercontinental communications. The passive technology
is improving:modern fibres have lower attenuation and dispersion than the 1980 originals, and
suchmarginal improvements will continue. Future developmentsmay improve performance in
various ways, but cables laid today will have a useful life of thirty years ormore.

279 The technology is nowmature: the optical performance of fibre is close to theoretical limits.
Multimode fibre suited to use in access networks now has similar costs to copper for new
installations. Active components will improve significantly. The price of optical datamodems
will come down and their performancewill go up. They will still be able to drive existing fibre –
in which there is already amassive global investment – as well as taking advantage of any
future advances in passive technology. Fibre-optic technology is here to stay.
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Measured attenuation in silica fibres
compareswell with theoretical limits.
E.F Schubert
http://www.lightemittingdiodes.com/

280 Dark fibre is the raw fibre optic connection, without any active electronics or photonics.
It provides great opportunities for innovation. If you have access to a pair of dark fibres,
you can acquire that equipment and add it to the network. If you pay just for the dark fibre,
andwant to upgrade your systems to laser diodes that pulsemore bits per second, or if you
want to add a wavelength divisionmultiplexer to accessmore wavelengths, these changes
will not affect yourmonthly cost. Without having to change the fibre, you can add equipment
that provides additional capacity.
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F The distribution of Scotland’s population

281 The per capita costs of local access networks are governed by population density. Locally,
most of Scotland’s population lives at higher densities than the population of England.
So,market-driven provision of local access in Scotland, should cover a greater proportion
of the population than in England. For example, BT states that there is no commercial case
for rollout of NGA in the UK beyond 66% of the population. In England, 66% of the population
lives at densities greater than 2,835 people per km2; densities that include over 70% of
the population of Scotland.

282 The first graph shows the population densities at which each centile of the populations of
Scotland and England live. The second shows the average density for themost densely
housed x% of each population. Most people in Scotland live at comparable population densities
to those in England. Source: Census 2001 output area data.
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283 Our recommendation is that every community of 2,000 people should be reached by a digital
hub. A population of 2,000 corresponds to roughly 800 homes. For each postcode in Scotland
we have calculated how large a circle is required to encompass 800 neighbouring residential
addresses (see figure p63). On this basis, we find that 70%of Scotland’s residential addresses
have 800 neighbourswithin 500m, 86%have 800 neighbourswithin 1km, 89%have 800
neighbourswithin 2km, and 99%have their 800 nearest neighbourswithin 12km. These
calculations are based on postcode datawhich is known to have some inaccuracies and are
given only for illustration.

G Calculating the rural fibre required
284 There is already extensive fibre running in the central belt, and from the English border

up the East coast of Scotland to Orkney and Shetland. We calculate that 750 km of fibre could
extend the current network to provide a suitably located fibre connection for every 16,000
people, and that a further 1,700 kmof fibre could provide local fibre to every community of 2,000.

285 The formerwould provide the backhaul required to support speeds of 2Mb/s reaching everyone in
Scotland. However, significant investment in local access networkswould be required to realise
even these speeds. The latter would bring fibrewithin reach of every community in Scotland, and
enable the construction of local access networks to supply aminimumof 16Mb/s.

286 This is the first step in elaborating a detailed practical plan. It highlights areas that will
require attention, and provides preliminary quantification of the resources required. Amore
detailed plan should be informed by a survey of existing infrastructure. It will (literally) take
short-cuts. It will also avoid obvious obstacles, and exploit opportunities for low-cost routes
provided by existing roads, rivers, canals, sewers and railways. A robust plan will also introduce
redundancy to reduce or eliminate single points of failure.

287 This fibre infrastructurewould enablemarket investment to light the fibres and build local access
networks. Ultimately, fibrewill penetrate to the business and, for all but themost isolated families,
to the home.Wireless linkswill complement the fixed network to complete universal access.

288 We construct theminimal spanning tree (MST) for the 42,604 output areas of the 2001 census.
This is the shortest network, built using straight-line connections between output areas,
such that there is a path between any two output areas. It has a total length of 14,500 km.
We consider a link between two adjacent output areas to be ruralwhen it is longer than 1 km,
and urban otherwise. We highlight the rural connections as we believe urban connections
should be provided bymarket forces alone.

289 ThisMST network is shown in themaps below. It connects the entire population of Scotland to
Scotland’smost densely populated census “output area” (in Glasgow). The portion coloured
green represents a fibre network carrying data from a given size of population, and thus
supporting a given level of broadband service (we include a significant population at the
northern tip of Shetland to represent the connection to Iceland andNorth America). Successive
maps represent possible stages in the development of Scotland’s fibre infrastructure bringing
fibre to successively smaller populations, to support increasing connection speeds.

290 On the firstmap, the green network represents the fibre needed to support sub-populations
of 64,000 people (corresponding to a 512 Kb/s service at 25:1 contention). It has a total length
of 2475 km. According to the limited information we have on the reach of Scotland’s installed
fibre infrastructure, we believe this sub-network approximates well to the status quo (2010).
We take it as a baseline.
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291 The red segments represent additional rural fibre required to support twice the speed at the
same contention ratio. The portions coloured blue represent communities that could remain
locally connected by wireless or copper, while sharing a single fibre backhaul connection.

292 The first fivemaps show, in green, the installed fibre, and in red the additional rural fibre
required to support universal access at speeds doubling successively up to 16Mb/s at 25:1
contention. This could be taken as a five-year programme. The table gives the length of
additional fibre required, the total population living in areas directly served by fibre, and some
of themajor locations that would gain fibre connections in each year.

293 The finalmap shows the overall effect of the five-year programme. Of course detailed
planning would lead to better routes and a different phasing, but this preliminary exercise
gives some feel for the prioritisation required.
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Backhaul is the issue
294 A prerequisite for local provision of an access network is the availability of a “backhaul”

internet connection. Wireless and copper connections can only provide limited bandwidth.
For our calculations, we use an optimistic figure of 512Mb/s as themaximumbandwidth
that can be provided by a copper or wireless backhaul link. The total bandwidth required
to serve a community is the product of the subscriber bandwidth and the number of
subscribers, divided by the contention ratio. So a simple calculation allows us to quantify
the subscriber bandwidth delivered by a given backhaul capacity.

295 Backhaul for current consumer connections is typically provisioned at a contention ratio of
50:1. As each household includesmore connected devices, and as the use of streamingmedia
and distributed interactive applications (such as cloud-based services,multi-player games,
and video chat) increases, we believe that assuming 50:1 contention will be unrealistic.
We use a figure of 25:1 to estimate themaximum size of community that can be supplied
with a given internet speed from a 512Mb/s backhaul connection.

296 We assume an average household size of 2.5 people. A 512Mb/s connection can support a
512Mb/s service for 25 subscribers, or a 128Mb/s service for 100 subscribers (population 250)
at a 25:1 contention ratio. Working backwards from a required subscriber bandwidth, we can
compute themaximumpopulation that can be served by a single wireless or copper backhaul
connection. Larger populations requiremultiple connections, andwherever these are
aggregated theremust be access to fibre.

297 For these estimates we do not add a separate allowance for business connections. Themain
distinguishing feature of business connections is currently that they requiremore symmetric
connections. This will affect the design of local access networks, but we assume fibre backhaul
provision will be symmetric. For our purposes, we assume that the population will make
similar demands on backhaul whether working at work, working from home, or just using
the internet for everyday life.

298 Access to fibre backhaul would enable themore sparsely distributed populations in the last
third to build innovative wireless access networks and connect to the fibre backbone. Several
such networks have already been built (see appendix C). Bandwidths up to 40Mb/s are easy to
achieve but throughput to and from the internet is currently limited by (lack of) backhaul.
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H Rating of communications infrastructure – an obstacle to innovation

299 We recommend that Scotland should remove the distortions in the rating of passive
communications infrastructure. These currently disadvantage small networks.

Rating of telecommunications
300 Rating in Scotland is a devolvedmatter (47§16). The Scottish Assessors are responsible for the

valuation of all heritable properties for local taxation purposes within their respective valuation
areas. They act independently of Government, and normally in harmony with the Valuation
Office Agency (VOA), which is an executive agency of HerMajesty's Revenue and Customs
responsible for the valuation of properties for the purpose of non-domestic rates in England
andWales48.

301 The guidance issued by the VOA on rating of telecommunications networks thus applies to
Scotland. This includes Guidance for Industry, Next Generation Access Networks and the
2010 fibre rent scale for backbone fibre networks.

Scotland has the power to grant relief
302 The Scottish Government has the power to vary the rates levied on lands and heritages

contributing to specific policy goals. This power has been used, for example, to grant relief
to a personwho is liable to pay rates in respect of lands and heritages “on a day where that
person uses the lands and heritages solely for the generation of renewable heat or power
(or both)”49.

303 Tiered relief from non-domestic rating of passive infrastructure, with 100% relief for small
networks would stimulate provision of local links by communities and SMEs.

304 Relief for renewable energy generation operates on a tiered scale, where small producers
(with total RV < £145,000) gain 100% relief, while the largest (with RV > £4,000,000) have 2.5%
relief. This tiering is designed tomaximise relief available within the state-aid deminimus
provisions. A similar open-ended scheme could be applied to stimulate the development
of local fibre networks across Scotland.

305 Alternatively, relief from non-domestic rates could be granted in respect of passive
communications infrastructure used solely as part of a network that is open to traffic from
all providers. A universal application of 100% relief to qualifying networks could stimulate
larger investments in Scotland’s core network infrastructure.

306 Another realistic alternative is zero-rating of fibre. Coupling zero-rating of fibre to a wider
UK reform bringing the buildings of BT and other operators into the standard business
rates schemewould eliminate all the distortions noted below, at little or no cost to the
public purse."

State aid issues
307 We believe any relief should be available uniformly across the UK, in which case state aid

issues would not arise. However, the issue has particular impact in Scotland because
Scotlandwill requiremore fibre per head of population served,much of it serving otherwise
isolated small communities. So Scotland should act independently if the UKwill not. Limited
relief could be provided under the deminimus provision. A recent guidance note on
non-domestic rates relief and state aid suggests another framework under which a unilateral
variationmade by Scotland acting independentlymay be possible under state aid rules50.

47 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2008/429/pdfs/uksiem_20080429_en.pdf

48 http://www.saa.gov.uk/

49 http://www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/ssi2010/ssi_20100044_en_1

50 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/917/0081409.pdf
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Loss of revenue
308 The state of the public purse will rightlymake policy-makers wary about reducing the tax base.

309 TheNon-Domestic Rating (Valuation of Utilities) (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Order 2010 lists
26 fixed-line telecommunications operatorswho are assessed under the designated assessor
regime by the Assessor for the Renfrewshire Valuation Joint Board. The Renfrewshire list includes
30 telecommunication network entries totalling £40.9m, including £23.4m for BT, £7.7m for Virgin
Media, £5.5m for Cable andWireless, and £0.5m for Scottish and Southern Electricity.

310 Applying relief to the 30 existing valuations at the tiered rates established for renewable energy
generation would reduce their effective rateable value from £40.9m to £38.1m.

311 Derating of fibre coupled to the standard business rating of associated buildings would have
negligible short-run impact on the public exchequer (a decrease of about £7million if
implemented across the UK).51 The long-run impact would likely be positive, for various
reasons (e.g., fibre promotes economic growth => increased tax revenue).

It will stimulate provision and increase competition
312 Any relief from non-domestic rates will stimulate investment, and either of the schemes

sketched above would enable new entrants to invest in local networks in competition with
incumbent providers. The lack of effective competition in broadband provision in rural areas
is a well known andmajor problem in competition policy. The current structure of
non-domestic ratesmakes this worse, by discriminating against the provision of local
networks by small operators in favour of network extension by large national operators.
The UK’s treatment of fibre is anomalous. Basic principles of Pigouvian taxation – tax negative
externalities, subsidise positive externalities – would imply subsidising fibre networks,
not discouraging extension of networks by taxing them. The UK treatment of fibre in
non-domestic rates is highly distortionary, and indeed uniquely distortionary amongst the
EU economies. No other EU country taxes lit fibre.

The current regime is distortionary
313 Rateable value of a fibre network is based on a sliding scale, with the rateable value per km

declining with the length of the network and increasing with the number of fibres deployed.
There are separate scales for London and the rest of the UK. The table is an extract from the
2010 Fibre Rent Scale applied outside London. Thismost recent quinquennial revision of the
scale exacerbated the previously existing distortion by increasing the rates for small networks.

Revised:30 July 2010 RV/Rkm RV/Rkm RV/Rkm RV/Rkm RV/Rkm RV/Rkm RV/Rkm
NetworkRouteKm 1Fibre 2 Fibres 4 Fibres 8 Fibres 16 Fibres 32 Fibres 48 Fibres

1 £1,500 £2,000 £2,700 £3,300 £3,625 £3,745 £3,825
2 £850 £1,167 £1,572 £1,956 £2,268 £2,391 £2,451
3 £633 £889 £1,196 £1,507 £1,816 £1,940 £1,992
4 £525 £750 £1,008 £1,283 £1,590 £1,714 £1,763
5 £460 £667 £896 £1,149 £1,454 £1,579 £1,626
6 £417 £611 £820 £1,059 £1,364 £1,489 £1,534
7 £386 £571 £767 £995 £1,299 £1,424 £1,469
8 £363 £542 £726 £947 £1,251 £1,376 £1,420
9 £344 £519 £695 £910 £1,213 £1,338 £1,382
10 £330 £500 £670 £880 £1,183 £1,308 £1,351
100 £330 £500 £670 £880 £1,183 £1,308 £1,351
200 £315 £472 £633 £831 £1,114 £1,241 £1,295
300 £300 £444 £597 £781 £1,045 £1,174 £1,240
400 £285 £417 £560 £732 £975 £1,108 £1,184
500 £270 £389 £523 £683 £906 £1,041 £1,129
600 £255 £361 £487 £633 £837 £974 £1,073
700 £240 £333 £450 £584 £768 £907 £1,018
800 £225 £306 £413 £535 £698 £841 £962
900 £210 £278 £377 £485 £629 £774 £907
1000 £200 £250 £340 £436 £560 £707 £851

51 Briefing paper on Business Rates on optical fibre for Francesco Caio (published by computerworld)
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314 For example, a non-London network with 4 fibres that runs 1 kmhas a per-km rateable value
of £2,700. A 4-fibre network that runs 2 kmhas a per-km rateable value of £1,572 and hence
a total rateable value of 2 x £1,572 = £3,144. The per-km rateable value falls until 1,000 km,
e.g., a 4-fibre network that is over 1,000 kmhas a rateable value of £340 per km. A network
of, say, 2,000 kmwould have a total rateable value of 2,000 x £340 = £680,000.

315 Themost distortionary feature of the rating scheme is that it tilts the playing field strongly in
favour of large network operators, and against small businesses and communities that want to
install short fibre networks.

316 In the example above, an SME or local community installing a 2 km 4 fibre network would
incur a rateable value of £3,144. If an identical 2 km 4 fibre network were installed by a large
national operator, the rateable value of this new fibre would be only 2 x £340 = £680. Thus the
national operator would face a tax bill that is less than one quarter that what would be paid by
an SME or community.

317 The sliding scale further favours large operators in the way that additional fibres are taxed.
Suppose that the national operator already has a 4-fibre network operating in the area running
at full capacity. It then expands 2 km of its capacity from 4 fibres to 8 fibres to accommodate
new traffic. Its increase in rateable value for these 2 kmwill be from £680 to 2 x £436 (the rate
for an 8-fibre network) = £872, an increase in rateable value of £872-680 = £192. Thus the
national operator would face a rates bill that is only 6% of that which an SME or community
would pay.

318 There are further distortions in the system. A peculiar feature of the scale is that a single
rateable value figure applies to the entire network. Thismeans that themarginal tax rates
paid for network expansion can be very peculiar, and indeed in some cases negative
(expanding the network reduces rateable value). However, the biggest problem in practice
is the pointmade above, namely the way in which the rating scheme favours large operators.

319 The rating regime is also an obstacle to the use of wireless links to connect small communities
and to rollout of 3G and 4Gmobile wireless services in remote areas, evenwhere backhaul is
available. Everymast is rated, andwe understand that valuations are broadly similar across the
UK. It wouldmake sense to base the rating valuations ofmasts on the population they reach.
Over 10% of the population of Scotland lives in population densities greater than 10,000 people
per km2, while the least accessible 15% live at densities of less than 1000 people per km2. As
an additional fixed cost of service provision, this provides an additional disincentive to providers
facedwith the challenges of sitingmasts in low density areas.

British Telecom
320 BT’s network is a single hereditament on the central lists for England and forWales, which by

special regulation, includes all unbundled local loops – this is an exception to the normal
principle that the tenant of a rateable asset is liable for the non-domestic rates on that asset.
The entire BT network hereditament across the UK is considered as a cumulo assessment:
BT’s valuation is based on an examination of BT’s receipts and expenditures (R&E). A portion
of BT’s rateable value is then attributed to Scotland.

321 BT’s next generation networkswill be valued on the basis of their impact onBT’s R&E valuation.
Thus BT only pays rates for new fibre once it becomes profitable – and if itmakes a loss for some
years, then some of that loss is offset by a reduction in the rateable value of BT’s network52.

322 BT determines the attribution of its rates bill to its relevant network assets. BT’s currentmethod
for attributing its business rates is set out in its DetailedMethods (DAM) document. In summary,
thismethod is based on attributing the rates bill to assets on an asset-value basis. These assets
are then used as building blocks to determine the cost-oriented charges for regulated BT products.
The upshot is that the amount of BT’s non-domestic rates bill attributed to a new fibre is
independent of the increase –whichmay be zero – in rateable value attributable to that new fibre53.

52 Valuation Office Agency – Guidance for industry Next Generation Access Networks (NGA)

53 BTGroup plc Detailed AttributionMethods 2010
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I Glossary
2G Second GenerationMobile services – see also GSM

3G Third GenerationMobile services – see also UMTS

4G Fourth GenerationMobile services – see also LTE

ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line – a broadband technology using the copper phone
network. ADSL provides higher download speed at the expense of upload speed.

asymmetric an asymmetric link has greater bandwidth in one direction

bandwidth the width of a range of frequencies (measured in Hz), or the theoretical speed
of a data link (measured in bits per second).

bit the smallest unit of information – a bit can take one of two values – communication
speeds aremeasured in bits per second

byte eight bits – the unit of information normally used tomeasure the volume of stored data

contention ratio where traffic frommany users travels over a single link, contention ratio is the
ratio of the potential maximumdemand to the actual bandwidth. The higher the
contention ratio, the greater the number of users thatmay be trying to use the actual
bandwidth at any one time and, therefore, the lower the effective bandwidth offered,
especially at peak times.

dark fibre optical fibres that are unlit. Dark fibremay be leased from the owner to be lit by
the leasee.

DNS Domain Name System

DSL See ADSL

FTTC Fibre to the Community (or Cabinet)

FTTH Fibre to the Home

FTTP Fibre to the Premises

GB Gigabyte 230 bytes or 233 bits

Gb/s Gigabit 230 bits per second, a unit of throughput or bandwidth

GHz GigaHertz 109 cycles per second, a unit of frequency in the radio spectrum

GSM Global System forMobile, a 2Gmobile technology

GVA Gross Value Added

internet The internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that use
the standard Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP)

IP Intellectual Property or Internet Protocol

IPTV Internet Protocol Television – television services delivered over the internet

ISP Internet Service Provider

KB Kilobyte 210 bytes or 213 bits

Kb/s Kilobit 210 bits per second, a unit of throughput or bandwidth

latency the round-trip time between two nodes,measured as the time for a ‘ping’ to
be answered

link a physical link connecting network nodes

LTE Long TermEvolution – so-called 4Gmobile services offering greater data rates

MB Megabyte 220 bytes or 223 bits

Mb/s Megabits 220 per second, a unit of throughput or bandwidth

MHz MegaHertz 106 cycles per second ameasurement of frequency in radio spectrum

The Royal Society of Edinburgh
Digital Scotland
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NGA Next generation access – also known as next generation broadband, or superfast
broadband

NGN Next Generation Networks – upgrades to the telecommunications infrastructure
in the core and backhaul parts of the network

node links connect nodes – each computer or device on the network is a node
open access refers to a horizontally layered network architecture and businessmodel that

separates physical access to the network from service provisioning
PLR Public Lending Right
PSB Public Service Broadcasting
SME Small andMediumEnterprises
symmetric a link is symmetric when it has equal bandwidth in each direction
trunk Major link carrying data frommany different users – part of the core network.
TB Terabyte 240 bytes or 243 bits
Tb/s Terabit 240 bits per second, a unit of throughput or bandwidth
THz TeraHertz 1012 cycles per second, used for frequencies in themicrowave

and infrared spectrum
throughput the actual speed of data communication between two points (measured in bits

per second)
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System: a 3Gmobile technology,

also being developed to 4G.
unbundling the regulatory process of requiring an incumbent operator to allow other providers

to provide services using its infrastructure: see open access
USO Universal Service Obligation
VOA Valuation Office Agency

J Digital Scotland consultation – evidence and assistance received

323 The Digital Scotlandworking group took oral evidence from a range of stakeholders and
held a public consultation from 30 June to 4 September during which written responses were
received following an open call for comments on an interim report.

324 Written submissions can be found on the RSE’s website at http://bit.ly/digiscot

325 Oral evidence
Brendan Dick, Director, BT Scotland
Marianne Cook, TeamLeader, Non-Domestic Rates, Scottish Government
Fiona HyslopMSP,Minster for Culture and External Affairs, Scottish Government
Liz McGettigan, Library and InformationManager, City of Edinburgh Council
AnnetteMurphy, Business Development Director, GeoNetworks Ltd
Vicky Nash, Director (Scotland), Ofcom
Peter PeacockMSP
Peter Reekie, Director of Finance and Structures, Scottish Futures Trust
Craig Russell, Head of Efficient Government, Scottish Government
Andrea Rutherford and Theresa Swayne, Highlands and Islands Enterprise
Caroline Stuart, Director, Oracle Scotland
Bill Templeman, Technology Project Manager, Scottish Enterprise
GarethWilliams, Head of Policy, Scottish Council for Development and Industry
RogerWilliams, Deputy Director Communications, Scottish Government Scottish



326 Written evidence
AndrewRuck, Health2health Ltd
Ayrshire Chamber of Commerce
BT Scotland
City of Edinburgh Council, Libraries and Information Services
Communications Consumer Panel
Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar
Consumer Focus Scotland
East Ayrshire Council
Ed VaizeyMP,Minister for Culture, Communications and Creative Industries, UK Government
eLearning Alliance
Fiona HyslopMSP,Minister for Culture and External Affairs, Scottish Government
Forth Valley & Lomond LEADERProgramme
GeoNetworks Ltd
Inverness Chamber of Commerce
Jeremy Purvis MSP
LizLeonardMedia
Lumison
Midlothian Council, Economic Development Unit
Morse Group
National Library of Scotland
Ofcom
OfcomAdvisory Committee for Scotland
Peter PeacockMSP, Rhoda Grant MSP, David Stewart MSP
Professor Alan FNewell MBE FRSE
Professor Peter Grant FRSE
RCAHMS
Scottish Council for Development and Industry
Scottish Enterprise, Digital Markets and Enabling Technologies
Scottish Social Services Council
West Lothian Council LEADERProgramme

327 Theworking group ismost grateful toMr GiacomoBernadini and DrMaheshMarina,
both of the University of Edinburgh, for their generous assistance in the collection, analysis
andmapping of population and broadband performance data.
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We recommend that every community of 2,000 people – approximately 800 homes – should be reached
by a digital hub (paragraph 283).

This figure shows themap of Scotland coloured to showhow far residents need to go to connect to their 800 nearest neighbours.
These calculations are based on postcode datawhich is known to have some inaccuracies and are given only for illustration.

For 80%of Scotland's population the 800 nearest residential addresses arewithin 700metres. Bringing a fibre connection to each
such communitywould bring next-generation accesswithin reach of all of Scotland. For the first 80%, existing phone lineswould
provide a suitable connection to the home. Less-densely populated communities could usewireless access networks such as

those already delivering speeds of 20MB/s to one of themost remote parts of Scotland.
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